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You can create your own
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From Ask Us, p60.
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way to cut your demo, or an IT professional
trying to squeeze extra performance out of
your drives, we’ve got the tools you need
to get the job done among the over 60 apps
on this month’s Disc.

Sound Studio 3
trial

Want to record and
edit audio, but lack
high-level engineering
skills? No
problem—
just use
this app.

AUDIO & MUSIC

Awaken 2.1.5 trial
Kontakt 2.0 demo
Lip Service 1.0 demo
Peak Pro 5 Demo Video
Podner 1.0 trial
Sound Byte (OS X) 2.6.3
shareware

Sound Studio 3 trial
You Control: Tunes 1.3.3 freeware

FUN & GAMES

Bud Redhead: The Time Chase
1.1 demo
Live 3D Poker beta
Professor Fizzwizzle 1.0 demo
Super Cool Pool 1.2 demo
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Apimac Slide Show X 7.0 trial
The Halo Effect Celebrity
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WorkStrip 3.2.2 demo

UPGRADE
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Whether you’re authoring
media for the Web, a
kiosk, or a
presentation,
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Chatalog 1.2.2 demo
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MacDoppler Lite 2.9.3 trial
MacDopplerPRO X 2.9.3 trial
pagesender 3.5.3 demo
Sinbad 1.0 freeware

PRODUCTIVITY

Atomic Mac (OS X) 6.3.1 shareware
Atomic Mac (PPC) 6.3.1 shareware
Catalog 1.2.2 shareware
disclabel 2.4.1 demo
EasyEnvelopes 1.0.1 freeware
FastMailBase (Classic) 1.12 trial
FastMailBase (OS X) 1.12 demo
The Omni Group Software
Bundle demo
Studiometry 3.0.8 trial
Time Out 1.3.2 freeware
TimeCache 6.0.6 demo
Typinator 1.1 trial
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iGet 2.0 trial
Macintosh Explorer 4.3.5
shareware

ART
ART DIRECTOR Mark Rosenthal
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PHOTOGRAPHER Mark Madeo
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SoftRAID
demo

Sure, Mac OS X’s
Disk Utility has RAID
capability—but this
handy utility
offers more
ﬂexibility
and control.

PCalc 3.0.1 shareware
Power64 Classic Edition 4.9
shareware

Power64 OS X Edition 4.9
shareware

Printer Setup Repair (Panther
Edition) 4.2.2 shareware
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Bud Redhead: The Time Chase
1.0 demo
Image Tricks 1.1 freeware
The Omni Group Software Bundle
demo

Peak Pro 5 Demo Video
Professor Fizzwizzle 1.0 demo
SoftRAID 3.2.1 demo
TechRestore Demo Video

Staff Video:
Up Close
and Personal
Join MacAddict How-To Editor
Niko Coucouvanis as he takes
a close look—a very, very close
look—inside the new ﬁ fthgeneration, video-capable iPod
to ﬁnd out what makes it tick.

If you don’t receive the Disc with your copy of MacAddict, you might want to consider upgrading. Each monthly Disc contains cool
demos, useful shareware and freeware, and the inimitable MacAddict Staff Video. To get 12 issues of MacAddict that include this valuepacked disc with your subscription (prorated if necessary) for just $1 more per issue, call 888-771-6222—the operator will take care of
everything.
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EDITORS’ PAGE
a note from the kernel

Thanks, Guys!
The issue of MacAddict that you’re holding
in your hands left the printer on November
23—the day before Thanksgiving. (And yeah,
I know that many of you don’t receive yours
until quite a bit later, but that’s due to the
vagaries of the USPS, wholesalers, truckers,
and a host of other factors—and a subject
for a whole other editorial.) This proximity to
National Tryptophan Day made me think of
all the inventors whose contributions have
made computing—and my career—possible.
It’s time to pass out some props.
Douglas C. Engelbart Although Engelbart created his ﬁrst prototype in
1964, it wasn’t until 1970 that he patented his invention, calling it an “X-Y
position indicator for a display system.” Luckily, the snappier name of
mouse caught on, according to Engelbart, “because the tail came out the
end.” Ah, those engineers—such literalists*.
Jay Forrester In 1949, Forrester invented core memory, which consisted
of tiny iron donuts—cores—through which two wires passed; electrical
current sent through the wires ﬂipped the magnetic poles of the cores to
represent 0s or 1s in computers of the day. Not terribly efﬁcient, to be sure,
but it was the ﬁrst RAM.
George H. Heilmeier In 1968, Heilmeier’s team of engineers developed
the LCD display that—with the recent demise of the eMac—makes all
current Macs less desk hogging and back breaking than they used to be.
James L. Russell What do you get when you cross an audiophile with
an inventor? A hard-core tinkerer driven crazy by the pops and crackles of
oft-used phonograph records. Russell wanted a device that’d play music
without touching the surface of the recording medium, so in the late
1960s, he whipped up the CD.
Gary Starkweather From 1969 through 1971, Starkweather perfected
his idea of combining laser technology with a dry electrophotography
process invented by Chester Carlson way back in 1938. He named his
invention the SLOT, for Scanned Laser Output Terminal—we, of course,
know it as the laser printer.
Ray Tomlinson It dawned on Tomlinson in 1971 that the ARPANET—the
precursor to the Internet—would be a dandy way to send messages. So he
separated his user login name from the name of his host computer with
the @ symbol, and then went on to invent email. Spam came later.
And then there were a couple of guys named Steve.

STAFF RANTS
Q. What invention could you not live without?
Roman Loyola STRAIGHT LACER
What invention could you not live without?

I couldn’t live without aglets, the plastic tips at the end of
shoelaces. Ever tried to lace a shoe with a frayed piece of
string? It’ll drive you bonkers!

Mark Rosenthal MR. PHOT-A-LOT
What invention could you not live without?

Before Photoshop invented layers, I’d assemble pictures
using elaborate methods of juggling alpha channels while
saving multiple copies in case I screwed up my one set of
pixels. I was proud of mastering these techniques, but
once I got my hands on layers, I never looked back.

Sean Molloy DIGITAL BABYLONIAN
What invention could you not live without?

As sad as it may sound, Microsoft Word. I wouldn’t
know what to do if someone presented me with a
typewriter and forced me to write in a linear, beginningto-end fashion. My prose grows outward from the center,
like a delicate rose in bloom.

Niko Coucouvanis TRYPTOPHANIAC
What invention could you not live without?

As I’m in the process of preparing for my annual gustatory
gobblefest, I’ll say it’s the practice of deep-frying turkeys.
On second thought, maybe it’s the practice of stufﬁng a
turkey with a duck that’s been stuffed with a chicken.
Anybody invented a turducken deep fryer yet?

Peter Marshutz BLIND MAN WALKING
What invention could you not live without?

Eyeglasses and contact lenses, without which I would be
broke, bored, and lonely. I’m so dependent on them that
they seem a part of me.

Jake Widman MONEY DRY-CLEANER
What invention could you not live without?

I’ve long thought that the most signiﬁcant invention of the
past 30 years is the ATM. You kids don’t remember, but
there was a time when whatever money you had on Friday
afternoon was what you had for the weekend. Nothing
else has changed daily life so much.

Max WASSUPLICANT
What invention could you not live without?

I hate to be so numbingly literal, but for me it’s gotta be
Cheryl England and her team inventing MacAddict back in
1996. Without them, I wouldn’t get to answer your letters,
give you tips in Roman’s Reviews section, and spout off
here in the Staff Rant cellar.

Enjoy,

comingsoon:february2006
Here’s what our editors are preparing for the next issue of MacAddict.

We’ll ferret out the best cheap and free software available and show you where to get it. We’ll also answer nagging iTunes
questions and teach you tricks you never thought of. Our Field Guide will run the gamut of image-editing terminology. (Get
it? You will.) We’ll create a way-wacked-out screen saver using Quartz Composer, convert videos for iPod use, and hack
computer peripherals and wayward toys together into fun, functional, Frankensteinian desktop friends. We’ll also take a
look at Apple’s new dual-core Power Mac G5s, Sony’s W800 Walkman phone, Ubisoft’s Myst V: End of Ages, Freeverse’s
Comic Life Deluxe Edition, and a lot more.
*An optimist says the glass is half full. A pessimist says the glass is half empty. An engineer says the glass is twice as big as it needs to be.
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the news of the month in bite-size chunks

APERTURE
OPENS EYES
Apple brought smiles to the faces of photographers by announcing
a new pro-level app, Aperture, aimed squarely at photo professionals.

W

hen Apple unveiled its
new pro-photographer
app, Aperture, at
the October 2005
PhotoPlus Expo in New
York City, pundits and experts initially
thought that Apple was brewing a battle
against Adobe by entering Photoshop
territory. At the hands-on Aperture
sessions, we overheard folks singing
the praises of Aperture and proclaiming
that Photoshop ﬁnally had some healthy
competition—though Apple emphatically
maintains that Aperture is a companion,
not rival, to Photoshop. We spent time
with the Apple Aperture team and came
away impressed with Aperture’s overall
interface and speed, but its limited
editing tools ensure that Aperture
will be used along with—not instead
of—Photoshop.
Raw truth. Aperture is primarily
designed to support Camera Raw—the
uncompressed, broad-dynamic-range
ﬁle format that’s the toast of higher-end
digital cameras. (Aperture can open
other ﬁle formats, but sadly, it has no
built-in scanner support.) In demos,
images seemingly ﬂew off memory
cards plugged into demo Macs and
automatically arranged themselves into
stacks, Apple’s metaphor for groups of
related images. An image’s metadata
determines which stack it gets placed
in; Apple showed how Aperture used the
time between subsequent snapshots as
a unifying theme so that, for example,
images of a particular football player
engaged in a speciﬁc play automatically
grouped themselves. Once stacks are
arranged onscreen, a single mouse click
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expands and collapses
them in an instant,
delivering a new and
speedy twist to image
management.
Photographers spend
tons of time comparing
pictures, looking for
that one magical shot,
and Aperture’s slick
compare-and-contrast
tricks let you click
through sets of images,
quickly picking out
the best of the bunch
while creating on-theﬂy contact sheets that
change as you pick
the strongest images
in each bunch. Once
you’ve chosen a shot,
you can get up close
and personal with
the Loupe—the single
coolest magniﬁcation
tool we’ve ever seen
in software—which
works everywhere (even
Above: Aperture is chock-full o’ goodness such as the Light Table
on thumbnails in the
and Loupe, shown here. Right: Aperture’s photo-management
media browser) and is
tools help you sort through thousands of images.
far more potent than
resizing and arranging them into rough
Photoshop’s clunky magnifying glass.
compositions (which can then be saved
Our favorite Aperture goodie is the Light
or printed by simply drawing a selection
Table, a potent digital recreation of the
marquee) using Aperture’s automatic
actual physical device. While we’ve
alignment tools.
seen other apps attempt to mimic a
Nondestructive tools. Aperture has a
light table, Apple’s implementation is
decent range of image-editing tools, all
simply awesome. If you haphazardly
of which are nondestructive in nature.
stack a bunch of images on top of one
Everything you do in Aperture happens
another, you can automatically stagger
separately from the source image
and organize them with a single click,
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ﬁles, and you can always retroactively
undo your mistakes. The only real
equivalent to this in Photoshop is
Adjustment Layers, used primarily for
color-correction tasks. In Aperture, this
metaphor underlies everything—and
it’s clearly the way to go for maximum
speed and ﬂexibility.
For image manipulation, Photoshop
users will ﬁnd familiar offerings,
including Levels, Shadows, Highlights,
Blur, Sharpen, and Tint. You can
layer combinations of these imageprocessing tools and selectively turn
them on and off; the results instantly
display onscreen. Aperture also has

basic image-cloning and retouching
tools, including the obligatory red-eyeremoval brush.
While this is all good, we were
underwhelmed by the limitations of
Aperture’s image processing, which can
be summed up like this: no image layers,
no channels, no masking, no selections,
no Curves control, no densitometer.
While we can live without Core Image’s
distortion or painterly ﬁlters, advanced
color-correction users know that a photo
editor without an Info palette or Curves
control is like a photographer without
a light meter or lenses. Even though
Aperture utilizes ColorSync to offer a
color-calibrated workﬂow, you don’t
have an eyedropper tool or Info readout
for color values. Given the limitations
of Aperture’s image-editing prowess,
it’s a good thing that you can launch the
current image directly into Photoshop
with a single click.
Output is the endgame of any digital
image, and while Aperture does a great
job creating slick Web galleries (with
more control than the Web Gallery
command in Photoshop), PDFs, and
direct output to an attached color
printer, forget about color separations
and CMYK, another signiﬁcant gotcha
compared to Photoshop. Apple offers a
higher-end version of the book-printing
service available in iPhoto, but the
quality of the sample book we perused
left us a bit cold.
Aperture’s $499 price tag is on the
steep side, but the specs needed to run
this puppy are even more restrictive:
Don’t even bother if you have an old
G3 tower or Titanium PowerBook—only
the most-recent machines will be able
to handle this beast with any degree
of ﬂuidity. The minimum requirements
call for a 1.8GHz G5 processor or a
15- or 17-inch 1.25GHz PowerBook G4.
You also need a Core Image–capable
graphics card.
The reality is that Aperture’s superb
image-management chops are likely
to give Adobe’s Bridge a run for the
money, but when it comes to hardcore
image-editing and prepress work,
Photoshop has nothing to worry about.
But things could get interesting over
time, especially if Adobe falls behind in
updating Photoshop for the Mac.
—David Biedny

Bigger than
Apple’s 30incher.

NEW STUFF

NEW STUFF

4 30 INCHES? BAH!
SyncMaster 320P
$2,349
www.samsung.com
Available: Now

This 32-inch LCD display has a 16:9
widescreen aspect ratio, native
resolution of 1,366 by 768, and
connectors for DVI-D, S-Video, and
component video.

Everyone’s leaping on the photo-workﬂow
bandwagon.

4 APERTURE ALTERNATIVE
LightZone

$249.95
www.lightcrafts.com
Available: Now

ON THE

DISC
LightZone 1.0

This post-production photog’s tool lets
you create prints and organize, edit,
and correct images. It also features
nondestructive editing and a linear
color space. Sound familiar?

The way on-the-go video should be.

4 POCKET-SIZE WIDESCREEN
PocketDish AV700E
$599
www.pocketdish.com
Available: Now

DISH Network TV subscribers who own
select DISH digital-video recorders
can transfer shows from the DVR to the
AV700E. It has a 7-inch widescreen LCD
and 40GB hard drive.
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the news of the month in bite-size chunks

• The latest version of
Digidesign’s digital
audio workstation
package, Pro Tools
7 (pricing varies
based on hardware
conﬁguration, www
.digidesign.com),
has expanded
recording and
editing features,
a better interface,
and more.
• Freeverse’s Sound
Studio 3 ($79.95,
www.freeverse
.com) lets you
digitize tapes
and vinyl records,
record live audio,
and create your
own mixes with
crossfades.
• Bias’s Master
Perfection Suite
(price TBD, www
.bias-inc.com) is
a collection of six
sound-mastering
plug-ins for use with
audio apps that
OmniMouse: It’s a
support DirectX,
microphone, not a
Audio Units, RTAS,
cursor wrangler.
or VST plug-ins.
• Native Instruments’ Guitar Rig 2
($579, www.native-instruments.com)
is a hardware and software digital
guitar studio. Version 2 has new
emulated classic amps and cabinets, a
full setup of bass gear, more distortion
pedals, and other new features.
• Glaresoft’s XRB ($69.96, www
.glaresoft.com) is a collection of 256
drum kits and 2,057 beats designed
for use with Glaresoft’s iDrum.
• Blue Microphones’ OmniMouse
Microphone ($1,699, www.bluemic
.com) is a pressure-gradient condenser
mic with a rotating omnidirectional
capsule that’s enclosed within a
spherical grille.
• M-Audio’s ProjectMix I/O ($1,249.95,
www.m-audio.com) is a FireWirebased combination motorized control
surface and multichannel audio
interface. It has
ON THE
eight analog-input
DISC
channels.
Sound Studio 3
—Michelle Victoria
AUDIO

IMAGE COURTESY OF SLIM DEVICES

Wi-Fi ArtisteC

Slim Devices’ latest Squeezebox ($249, www.slimdevices.com) allows you to play
songs from your Mac on a home entertainment center by using 802.11g or a wired
Ethernet network. It supports MP3, unprotected AAC, Apple Lossless, and other
audio formats, but not music from the iTunes Music Store. The Squeezebox also
comes with a remote control.

Buckle UpB
Das Blau’s Cracked Belt Leather
Wrap ($50, www.dasblau.com)
covers your precious iPod nano
in luscious leather, protecting it
from nasty scratches. The little
buckle adds a nice touch that lets
you know your nano is secure.

IMAGE COURTESY OF DAS BLAU
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What’sNew

Sexy Stuff We Can’t Wait to Get Our Mitts On

>>>>>>>>

DROOLWORTHY

Intel 101

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
A MONTHLY GUIDE TO INTEL BUZZWORDS

XEON & ITANIUM

ILLUSTRATION BY JAMES F. KRAUSS

What they are:
Intel’s server-level microprocessors.
What the PowerPC equivalent is:
IBM’s Power5 microprocessors.
Why you should care:
Because Intel recently stirred up a bubbling stewpot of hubbub, brouhaha, and
hullabaloo when it announced it was going to delay its long-planned dual-core Itanium
microprocessors—and also delay technology that would enable Xeon and Itanium chips
to use the same high-speed interconnects and chipsets. Ignore this imbroglio. The delay
won’t affect Apple’s move from PowerPC to Intel chips in its laptop and desktop lines.
When Mac addicts think “server,” we think “Xserve;” when hardcore Intel IT
geeks think server, they think “monster machines that make an Xserve look like a
Blackberry”—beasties powered by Itanium microprocessors, just like comparable nonIntel machines are powered by IBM Power5 microprocessors.
If you want to know when Apple will be introducing its Mactel machines, keep your
eye on the progress of Intel’s mobile- and desktop-level chips, code-named Yonah,
Merom, and Conroe, and ignore planned Itanium chips code-named Montecito,
Montvale, and Tukwila.—Rik Myslewski

Bug of the Month

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
’ B O O K- B AT T E R Y M I S B E H AV I O R

I

s your PowerBook or iBook battery acting funny? Maybe it lasts for only an
hour—if that. Maybe your ’Book goes to sleep immediately after you disconnect
the power adapter to use battery power. Unfortunately, the ’Book’s LiIon battery
is prone to gradually lose power capacity over time. Here’s what you can do to
extend the life of your battery, as well as potentially regain some lost capacity.
OUT OF THE KITCHEN Excessive heat shortens a battery’s life. Apple
recommends keeping your ’Book in an operating-environment temperature of
50 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Apple also recommends storing the battery at a
temperature between –13 degrees and 113 degrees Fahrenheit—so stop leaving
your ’Book in your car.
DRAIN IT If you rarely disconnect your ’Book from its power adapter, you
should unplug your ’Book and let the battery drain down at least once a month.
Drain it until the system automatically goes to sleep, then reconnect the ’Book
and recharge it. This regular cycling can help keep your battery viable for a longer
period of time.
LOOKS DIM Reducing your display brightness can have a surprisingly dramatic
effect on battery life. Lower the brightness to the lowest setting that you’re
comfortable with.
WIRELESS OFF If you’re not using AirPort or Bluetooth, turn them off by
using the appropriate menu-bar items. You can also turn off AirPort through the
Internet Connect app (/Applications/Utilities), and turn off Bluetooth through the
Bluetooth pane in System Preferences.
NEW BATTERY If you need a new battery, you can buy one directly from Apple
or try a third-party battery. The catch with third-party batteries is that you
can lose unsaved data if you aren’t careful. With an Apple battery, the system
automatically goes to sleep and preserves unsaved data when the battery
reaches a low power level. With a third-party battery, however, the machine simply
shuts itself off without storing any data.
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MASTER CHIEF GOES
TO HOLLYWOOD
The Flood may be coming soon to a theater near you—
Peter Jackson (The Lord of the Rings series, King Kong) has
signed on as the executive producer of a movie based on
Halo, with WETA (his prodigious digital-effects house) on
board to lend a hand. Bungie, the game’s developer, has
already visited New Zealand to help plan the movie. In
other video-game-to-movie news, Running with Scissors’
mindlessly violent Postal is scheduled to receive the
silver-screen treatment in 2007. Uwe Boll, director of other
games-turned-ﬁlms such Alone in the Dark and the upcoming
Bloodrayne, will produce and direct, [box]
and the original game
developers will be creatively involvedCivilization
from beginning
IV to
end.—Matt Osborn
Price: TBD
Available:
2006
RETRO MAC ON THE GO Aspyr Media
www.aspyr.
Got a PlayStation Portable? You can
run Macintosh System
comhttp://forums.ps2dev
7.6.1 on it by using Basilisk II PSP (free,
.org/viewtopic.php?t=3741). Basilisk includes System 7.5.5,
which you can update to 7.6.1 via Apple’s free System 7 updates
(www.info.apple.com/support/oldersoftwarelist.html). You
must also install your own legal copy of mac.rom from a 68030
or 68040 Mac, but that’s no trivial task—ﬁnd out how at http://
mes.emuunlim.com/tips/capturing_a_mac_rom_image.htm. As
cool as running System 7 on your PSP is, the current version of
Basilisk takes forever to boot and doesn’t have sound, keyboard
support, or any other frills, so put your dreams of playing
Marathon on hold for now.—MO

To the cineplex!

FOR THE HORDE!
At this year’s BlizzCon, Blizzard Entertainment’s ﬁrst fan
convention, World of Warcraft players got a preliminary glimpse
at The Burning Crusade, the ﬁrst expansion pack for the
megapopular MMORPG. The expansion pack introduces two
playable races, one of which—the alluring, magic-addicted,
Horde-aligned Blood Elves—was playable on the convention
ﬂoor. (Blizzard’s lips were sealed about the second race.) The
expansion also raises the level cap from
World of Warcraft:
60 to 70, adds ﬂying mounts to the new
The Burning Crusade
Outland zones, and introduces a new
Price TBD
profession, jewelcrafting, which lets
Available 2006
players customize their gear, Diablo II
Blizzard
www.worldofwarcraft.com
style.—Sean Molloy

TIPS & TRICKS: MYST V: END OF AGES
MINI-WALKTHROUGH
Myst V: End of Ages can be frustrating. Here’s a short
walkthrough of the beginning of the second age, Todelmer
(the telescope puzzle):
Grab the slate on the pedestal, and leave the bubble.
While taking in the scenery, follow the path to the red
room. Listen to Esher’s monologue, and then go around
the dais to the very back of the chamber. Find a porthole
window with two levers, and set the left lever to the
middle and the right lever to the right—this turns on the
power. Observe the telescope viewers that show star
ﬁelds; one is showing static. Go outside of the room and
continue down the path until you ﬁnd your way blocked
by a heap of large cables. Go
back to the red room and go
to the broken viewer. Move
the left slider to the top and
the top slider all the way to
the right. Press the green
button. The cables are gone,
and you’re on your way.—MO
I smell a puzzle nearby.
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Sorry, kids—you can’t
complain that the Horde
is too ugly anymore.

ARE YOU SPEEXING TO ME?
Tired of playing on a Doom 3 or Battleﬁeld 1942 server where
all the other players are chatting using the Mac-incompatible
TeamSpeak? Now, thanks to TeamSpeex (free, www.savvy
.nl/blog), you can connect to the same voice-chat servers that
your PC and Linux brethren are using to plan tactics and talk
smack. Try the beta, but keep in mind TeamSpeex only works
with a USB or powered microphone.—MO
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SHAREWARE PICK OF THE MONTH
LEGO Digital Designer

www.lego.com/ldd freeware

W

hether you’re a grownup or a young’un, LEGO is a familiar name. With LEGO Digital Designer, you can construct
your masterpieces on your Mac and then print out a list of blocks—you can then take your list to a LEGO store or
Legoland theme park and buy the pieces to make the real thing.—Andrew Tokuda

When you ﬁrst launch
LEGO Digital Designer, it
looks for new LEGO sets on
the Internet. Clicking a set
makes its pieces available
for construction.

2 The LEGO pieces appear in the
Bricks Used window. Drag pieces
from this window to the grid.

3 To get a better view of your
model, Option-click and drag in
the window to rotate the view.

4 When you’re done, you
can print a Brick List that you
can use as a shopping list of
the pieces you need to make a
real-life version of your digital
masterpiece.

iPOD CASE OF THE MONTH

S

peck’s FunSkin Grass ($34.95, www.speckproducts
.com) and FunSkin Cloud ($34.95) give the iPod nano
the one thing it lacks: bumps. Both cases are made of
rubber and have clear plastic screen overlays that protect
the nano’s oh-so-scratchable display. Each also has a
removable belt clip.—Michelle Victoria

MoviesForMyPod is a straightforward iPod video converter.

CONVERT VIDEO
FOR YOUR iPOD

Y

Is the nano too smooth
for you? Give it texture!

SUBMIT YOUR CASE Whether your iPod case is a custom-made one-off or mass produced, you
can submit it for Case-of-the-Month consideration—just send it to iPod Case of the Month, MacAddict,
150 North Hill Dr., Ste. 40, Brisbane, CA 94005. Please note that we cannot return cases.
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our brand-spankin’-new video-capable iPod is just
waiting to be loaded with all those videos sitting on
your hard drive. But ﬁrst, you have to convert the videos
to a format the iPod can handle (320-by-240-pixel H.264
or MPEG-4 movie ﬁles). Here are a few video-conversion
utilities you can try.
Digigami MoviesForMyPod (free, www.digigami.com) is a
no-nonsense converter—it lacks ﬁne-tune settings.
Splasm Software Podner ($9.95, www.splasm.com) converts
to H.264 and MPEG-4. It has a slider to set video quality.
QuickTime Pro 7 ($29.99, www.quicktime
.com) gives you total control over A/V
settings and a simple Export > Movie
ON THE
To iPod menu option. It’s also good for
DISC
encoding video for other outlets, such
MoviesForMyPod 0.99
Podner 1.0
as the Web.—Roman Loyola

Apple’s newly revamped product line may
look substantially the same as before,
but it’s what’s inside that counts.
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By the editors of MacAddict

PHOTOGRAPHS BY SAMANTHA BERG

When Apple announced that it would be switching to Intel
processors beginning in 2006, many pundits sniffed that
the company had shot itself in the foot by postponing major
innovations for such a long time. They couldn’t have been
more wrong.
In one busy week in mid-October 2005, Apple completely
revamped the core of its product line. Industrial-design
innovations were held to a minimum, but technological
advancements abounded: The ﬂagship iPod slimmed down
and added a larger display for enjoying newly supported video
content. A more-powerful iMac G5 sprouted a built-in iSight
camera, media-center software, and a user-friendly remote.
PowerBooks acquired brighter, higher-resolution displays and
achieved better battery life. The pro-power Power Mac G5 line
became even more pro-powerful, with dual-core processors
across the line, zippy PCI Express expansion slots, and
optional top-of-the-line graphics cards.
Note to pundits: Never sell Apple short.
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New iPods:

The Best Yet

Although love might be too strong a
word, when Steve Jobs unveiled the
new iPod at an invitation-only event,
audible oohs and ahhs informed
us that we weren’t the only ones
smitten at ﬁrst sight. What’s so hot
about the new iPod? For starters,
it’s sleeker than any iPod yet, with
smoother lines, softer corners, and
an absolutely stunning screen—and
it’s a stunner on the inside, as well.
Near-perfect design. The new iPod
(
) sports a big-screen-ina-thin-frame look that makes all of
our older-model iPods seem myopic
A feast for the eyes, the
and chubby. It’s hard to believe the
new iPod approaches
new 2.5-inch (diagonal) display
perfection.
sports a mere 320-by-240-pixel
resolution—the menu items (which are the same size as before)
look lost and lonely in all that silicon. Load up some photos or
video content, and the image quality in all areas—sharpness,
contrast, clarity, speed—is amazing. Even our half-blind granny
could read the credits rolling at the end of a TV show; and for
more-practical purposes, the
COMPANY: Apple
viewing angle is huge—nearly
CONTACT: 800-692-7753, www.apple.com
180 degrees—so sharing a movie
PRICE: $299 (30GB) and $399 (60GB)
with your airplane seatmate is
REQUIREMENTS: USB-equipped Mac (USB 2.0
recommended), Mac OS 10.3.9 or later
entirely feasible (BYO headphone
GOOD NEWS: Stunning design. Spectacular
splitter).
display. Extended battery life for audio.
The scratch factor. After
BAD NEWS: Scratchability. Skimpy available video
content at launch. Meager accessories bundle.
widespread reports of the
iPod nano’s easily scratched
screen, we appreciate that Apple added a slippery sleeve
to the included accessory kit (which also includes earbuds,
extra earbud covers, a USB sync cable, a dock adapter, and
software). Naturally, we threw caution to the wind and took a
lap around the parking lot with an unprotected iPod crammed
into the back pocket of our aging Levis; sure enough, close

We’re Never Satisﬁed

Apple’s new products, impressive as they are, provide just
bits and pieces of a full-scale Mac-based home entertainment
system—a tantalizing glimpse of what the final Real Deal might be.
Video on the iPod is adequate for certain uses, but the
majority of your video-watching is on your home’s big screen—
your TV. You can pipe video from the new iPod or iMac G5
to your TV via an optional cable, but that’s clearly a kludge.
We want to be able to move video—whether purchased from
the iTMS or created ourselves—from our iMac in one room
to our TV in another without downloading it to an iPod ﬁrst.
A video-capable Airport Express would work, but we’d still
22
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inspection revealed minor scratches—not as severe as we’d
observed on the übernickable nano, but the moral is obvious:
Don’t cram an uncovered iPod just anywhere and expect it not
to scratch. Duh.
Avoiding the V word. Apple carefully avoided tacking video
onto this iPod’s title—which makes us suspect that a morevideo-capable iPod with a bigger
screen and recording capabilities
is on the drawing board. In the
meantime, the iPod’s video mojo is
strong, especially for the company’s
ﬁrst attempt. We mentioned how good
video looks on the iPod’s screen—but
how about when scaled up from that
wee screen to a full-size boob tube?
Two new ’Pods (top, above) Well, TV shows and other video look
have smoother lines and just as good piped from the iPod to our
23-inch Sony Trinitron as straight from
slimmer behinds.
our cable. Video playback is murder
on the battery, but both the 30GB and 60GB iPods meet their
claimed spec (two and three hours, respectively), so you can
at least get through an average
feature-length ﬂick. Playing
audio, the ’Pods meet Apple’s
claimed battery life (14 and 20
hours, respectively) if you loop
the same song or playlist all day,
but you’ll get less battery time
with more-realistic use. Transfer
time for tunes, photos, and videos
matches that of a FireWire ’Pod,
The new iPod (left) makes the
and audio playback quality is, as
previous model (right) look
expected, ﬂawless.
downright clumsy. Almost.
The bottom line. Upon
reﬂection, it was love at ﬁrst sight—and after using the new iPod
for a couple of weeks, we only love it more. Unless you bought a
60GB fourth-generation iPod just last week, there’s absolutely
no reason not to pop for this ’Pod.—Niko Coucouvanis

have to use our Macs to control what we watch. Better still
would be a device that connects to the TV and communicates
over a network—one that allows us to use Front Row on our
TV to control our Mac at a distance. Something like Elgato’s
EyeHome—and coincidentally, former Elgato CEO Freddie Geier
recently moved over to Apple.
Or, it could be a modiﬁed mini that runs Front Row and has a
mini-VGA port like the new iMacs (see “Media Marvels,” p24).
Now give that mini a video-in port, add in a video iPod that uses its
existing recording capabilities, give Front Row a recording interface,
and you’d have a Mac-based video recorder.—Jake Widman

Inside
the iPod

Front

Back

Now in its ﬁfth generation,
the iPod is slimmer, svelter,
saucier, and sexier than
ever—yet it packs more storage
space, processing power, and
multimedia features than its
little case should be able to
hold. Let’s look inside.—NC
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1 BROADCOM BCM2722
HIGH-PERFORMANCE MOBILEMULTIMEDIA PROCESSOR
Multimedia processor
(aka evolution on a chip)

Based on Broadcom’s VideoCore
technology, this chip powers the
iPod’s video playback and TV
output—and it also has hidden talents
such as 5-megapixel image capture
and high-quality video encoding
(MPEG-4, VGA, and H.264) that make
us drool over future iPods. Best of all,
this and other encode/decode juju can
be activated in ﬁrmware, so software
updates could make this year’s iPod
even smarter than it already is.
2 PORTALPLAYER 5021C-TDF

CPU/audio processor
(aka line-out outputter)

PortalPlayer’s 5021C-TDF—an
Apple-speciﬁc derivative of the
garden-variety 5020 chip—only
shows up in iPods and nanos, and it’s
the iPod’s brain and audio processor.
Curiously, Apple opted for the 5021C
over PortalPlayer’s new 5024 chip,
which also handles audio-codec
services—choosing the 5021C meant
Apple had to make room for Wolfson’s
WM8758 audio-codec chip.
3 WOLFSON WM8758

Audio-codec chip
(aka headphone-jack feeder)

Though it may seem redundant to
the PortalPlayer audio processor,
which performs the raw decoding,
the Wolfson chip pipes audio out to
the headphone jack while controlling
volume, equalization, Sound Check,
and other audio nuances.
4 PHILIPS CF5067

Power-management unit
(aka the nap master)

The power-management unit (PMU)
is an integrated circuit that controls
the ’Pod’s AC input and battery,
remembering settings such as
backlight and sleep timers. It also
spins down the hard disk when
possible.
5 PHILIPS T1211

DC/DC converter
(aka PushMe-PullYou)

Logically situated between the power
manager and power regulator is
the DC-power converter. This little
alchemist babysits the iPod’s battery
in the interests of per-charge life
cycle and overall battery longevity.
6 LINEAR LTC4066
USB power manager/battery
charger (aka micromanager)

Pissed off about the lack of FireWire
support? You ﬁnd a spot in here for
yet another power-managing chip, Mr.
Smarty Pants!

7 SAMSUNG 534-K4S56163PF
SDRAM (aka “Don’t call me Skip”)

Skip-free operation is one of the
iPod’s hallmarks, and it comes
courtesy of this synchronous dynamic
random-access-memory cache.
Music lives on the hard drive, but it
plays from here, smoothly and without
making the hard disk spin constantly.
8 SILICON STORAGE
TECHNOLOGY SST39VF800A
Multipurpose parallel ﬂash
(aka ﬁrmware or SuperFlash)

Eight megabits isn’t even a whole
song, but this chip isn’t about storing
songs—it’s about stashing controlrelated settings and instructions.
Silicon Storage claims this little bugger
can retain data for over 100 years.
9 CYPRESS CY8C21
Mixed-signal controller
(aka wheel boss)

This controller represents another
evolutionary move in iPodville: Apple’s
homebrew Click Wheel. Unlike the
ClickWheel (note the lack of a space)
found on previous iPods, Apple makes
the Click Wheel itself and then buys
this little chip to control the sucker.
10 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
JM55VM 34910SD (LM34910)
Voltage regulator
(aka the ﬁre marshal)

What, you think you can just plug that
rechargeable battery directly into an
electrical AC outlet? Or a car battery?
11 DA538C
This year’s mystery morsel

We couldn’t track down a specimen
of this chip in the wild, but we can tell
you its HTML hexadecimal-equivalent
color is a kind of pinkish mauve that
would even make an iPod ugly.
12

SUBFRAME

The magnesium alloy keeps
everything snug inside the iPod’s
melt-in-your-mouth exterior. Or
something like that.
13

HARD DRIVE

Whether it holds
30GB or 60GB, the
iPod’s hard drive
comes swathed in
baby blue padding.
14

13

BATTERY

The 5G iPod’s
battery lives in the
back of the case,
but it’s delicately
wired to the
circuit board up
front. Think about
that if you get a
hankering to gut
your iPod.
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New iMac G5s:

Media Marvels

New software and a built-in
iSight add both function and ﬂair.

Hands down, these are the best iMacs that have ever passed
through the MacAddict ofﬁces—and these ofﬁces have harbored
all of them. The new 17-inch and 20-inch iMac G5s have new
hardware, new features, and two new apps: Front Row and Photo
Booth. (For more about these iMac-only apps, see “Front Row
and Photo Booth,” below.)
Specs. The 17-inch iMac
MacAddict sez. . .
GOOD NEWS: Slimmer and faster than previous
(
) is priced at $1,299;
models. Built-in iSight camera. Photo Booth is a
the 20-inch model (
)
hoot! Front Row is glorious in its simplicity.
BAD NEWS: Not nearly as easy to open and service
comes in at a still-tempting
as the previous model. Can’t reposition the iSight
$1,699. The 17-incher features
without moving the entire iMac.
a 1.9GHz single-core G5
processor, 633MHz frontside bus, 160GB 7,200-rpm Serial
ATA hard drive, and 128MB ATI Radeon X600 PCI Express–
based video card that provides a 1,440-by-900-pixel native
screen resolution. The 20-incher has a 2.1GHz single-core G5
processor, 700MHz frontside bus, 250GB 7,200-rpm Serial ATA
hard drive, and 128MB ATI Radeon X600 XT PCI Express–based
video card that provides 1,680-by-1,050-pixel native screen
resolution. Both iMacs have a dual-layer SuperDrive, 512MB of
RAM (expandable to 2.5GB), Gigabit Ethernet, built-in AirPort
Extreme and Bluetooth, and a Mighty Mouse.

Front Row and
Photo Booth

The new iMac G5 comes with two apps that aren’t—ofﬁcially, at
least—currently available for other Macs: Front Row and Photo
Booth. Both make the iMac a key component of your home
entertainment (and fun) center.
Front Row. Apple’s new media interface ties the whole digitalhub concept together. It provides a single point of access to iPhoto
images, digital videos, iTunes music, and DVDs. Navigating Front
Row relies on a compact six-button IR remote control (with a
24
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Both iMacs also have two FireWire 400 ports, three USB 2.0
ports, a mini-VGA port, a headphone/optical digital audio-out
port, and an audio-in connector. That mini-VGA port will come in
handy if you want to integrate the iMac and Front Row into your
home entertainment center—buy an Apple Video Adapter ($19,
www.apple.com) to connect that port on the iMac to your TV via
S-Video or less-crisp composite video.
Smiles. The most obvious difference between the new iMac
and the old is the iSight camera that’s built into the case above
the display. On the left of the camera opening, you’ll notice
a pinhole—that’s the microphone. On the right, you’ll see a
green LED light up when the camera’s working. While it’s handy
to have the camera there for iChat AV and Photo Booth, you
can’t move the camera around unless you reposition the whole
iMac—one step backward for usability.
Some other subtle changes from the previous-generation iMac:
The new models are a bit slimmer, the rear ports are aligned
horizontally instead of vertically, and the SuperDrive slot on the
right side is now closer to the middle than the top. And can you
guess what’s behind the Apple logo? No, it’s not a trip to Paris or
a donkey chewing a carrot—It’s the IR port for the included Front
Row remote control, which sticks magnetically to the lower right of
the display—that is, to the lower right of the entire iMac.
Speed. In our testing, the 2.1GHz iMac proved to be—
surprise!—a bit faster than the 1.9GHz model. It was 11 percent
faster when performing a typical image-editing Action in
Photoshop CS2, 13 percent faster during a long iPhoto import, 9
percent faster when converting a DV ﬁle to MPEG-4 in QuickTime
Pro and exporting a video in iMovie, and 6 percent faster
when creating a DVD image ﬁle in iDVD. In our other two speed
tests—creating a PDF in InDesign CS2 and importing Alex Wise’s
Front Porch music CD into iTunes—the two iMacs essentially tied.
To test graphics-system performance, we ran Unreal
Tournament 2004 benchmark tests. In the botmatch, which
simulates actual gameplay, the 2.1GHz iMac was 10 percent
faster than the 1.9GHz iMac. Curiously, the 1.9GHz iMac was 5
percent faster in the Unreal Tournament ﬂyby tests.
The bottom line. As much as we liked the previous iMac G5s
(
, Aug/05, p46), the hardware improvements and new
media software have left us head over heels.—Roman Loyola

maximum range of 30 feet). You launch Front Row by pressing the
remote’s Menu button twice—pressing any key on the keyboard or
clicking your mouse exits the app. Front Row is reminiscent of the
iPod’s interface, so it’s friendly, familiar, and a breeze to use. For
example, to look at photos, you select the Photos icon as it rotates
into view on the opening screen; a list of your iPhoto Sources
appear, including Slideshows and Albums. Select a source, and
Front Row plays a slide show of your pictures.
Photo Booth. Photo Booth is simple but addictive: It captures
pictures from the iMac’s iSight and applies one of 16 effects
ﬁlters (or none) to the image. Pick an effect, position yourself
appropriately, and see how ridiculous you’re about to look in a

ﬂ
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l

This is where the iSight connects. 10

Inside the
iMac G5

Every time Apple releases a product with abundant
power packed in a small shell, we’re compelled to
pop it open and bask in the feng shui of ultraefﬁcient engineering. The new iMac G5’s interior
didn’t disappoint on that count, but opening its
case did reveal one major change: While curious
users could ﬁeld-strip the original iMac G5 with
Apple’s blessing to add RAM, upgrade the hard
drive, or even replace the display, this year’s model
provides exactly one user-friendly upgrade path:
an easy-access RAM slot. Starting with the fact
that you open the new iMac by removing the face,
not the back, getting into its case is best left to
Apple-certiﬁed repair techs and intrepid, budgetbe-damned MacAddict editors.
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1 LIGHT SENSOR

Ambient light detector
(aka no more nightlight)

Is your old iMac’s throbbing sleep light
costing you sleep with its throbbing
lightiness? Apple feels your pain and
has added an ambient light sensor to
this year’s iMac. Now when the lights
in your room go down, your iMac
dims its sleep light to match.
2 X600 PRO (17-INCHER) OR
RADEON X600 XT (20-INCHER)
Graphics processing chipset
(aka bring on Core Image)

Both the Radeon X600 Pro and X600
XT ride the PCI-Express bus, sport
128MB of DDR SDRAM, and both
utilize a four-pixel pipeline to keep
the action ﬂowing. The difference?
The X600 XT’s memory runs at
500MHz—25 percent faster than
the X600 Pro’s 400MHz.
3 FANS
Cooling system (aka fan-y pack)

This gang of fans works independently
toward the common goal of keeping
your iMac cool. Each fan monitors
speciﬁc component temperatures
and spins up as necessary to keep
the hard drive, processor, and video
chippery from overheating.

4 STEREO SPEAKERS
Sound system (aka face-down,
butt-up, um nyuk nyuk nyuk)

These dueling white blocks each
contain a downward-pointing speaker
designed to bounce sound off your
desk. Audiophiles will appreciate that
the iMac’s 1/8-inch audio-out jack also
supports optical digital-audio output.
5 AIRPORT EXTREME
AND BLUETOOTH
Wireless connectivity (aka one
power brick away from freedom)

AirPort Extreme and Bluetooth come
installed in every iMac. If you’re
wondering how to set up the wireless
mouse and keyboard without having
wired peripherals to initiate the
setup, relax—if you don’t have a USB
mouse or keyboard attached, Mac
OS X’s Bluetooth Setup Assistant
automatically launches when you start
up the Mac.
6 512MB DDR2

SDRAM (PC-4200)
Memory slots (aka ﬁve times the
memory for only twice the price!)

Two righteous upgrades in the iMac’s

Photo Booth shows examples of eight
ﬁlters. A normal view appears in the center.

preview screen. Then just press the
app’s camera-button icon. We totally
dig that the iMac screen erupts in
a burst of white to act as a camera
ﬂash. You can easily waste a couple of fun hours creating wacky
images and emailing them to your friends.
Oh, and by the way, we were able to copy Photo Booth to a CD,
launch it on a Power Mac G5, and use it with an iSight. No such
luck with Front Row, however—it’s part of Mac OS X.—RL

RAM conﬁguration: First, you get
512MB right off the bat—twice the
prior iMacs’ allotment. Secondly, you
can easily upgrade that 512MB to a
honkin’ 2.5GB without even cracking
open the case—just pop the easyaccess RAM-slot hatch. Not so easy?
Coming up with the extra $1,200 to
pay for a 2GB DIMM.
7 1.9GHZ (IN 17-INCHER) OR
2.1GHZ (IN 20-INCHER) POWERPC
G5 PROCESSOR
Processor (aka is it Intel yet?)

The PowerPC G5 processor hides
on the back of the motherboard, just
above the backside of that heat sink
that cools the graphics system. Check
out the cool hot rod–looking copper
pipes that vent the extra heat from
both the processor and graphics chips
up toward the exhaust slot.
8 SERIAL ATA HARD DRIVE (160GB

IN 17-INCH, 250GB IN 20-INCH)
Hard disk (aka mass storage)

You’re gonna need a big hard drive
to store all your audio and video
delights, and the latest iMacs come

with storage space to spare. True
media gluttons can upgrade to a
massive half-terabyte (500GB)
drive for a paltry $300 ($375 to
upgrade the 17-inch model’s
160GB drive).
9 8X SUPERDRIVE
(DVD+R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW)
Optical drive
(aka just add Blockbuster)

The latest SuperDrive can burn
commercial-quality, feature-length
ﬂicks onto double-layer DVDs—you
know, for backup. Note that the
optical-drive slot is about three or four
inches lower on the frame than the
previous iMac’s slot.
10 iSIGHT CAMERA
Webcam
(aka disable before picking nose)

Every iMac comes with an iSight
camera embedded into the frame.
This perk does save you the $149
you’d pay for an iSight à la carte, but
the built-in iSight rides the USB bus
rather than FireWire like the external
iSight does.
10

6

This little chunk of circuit
board is actually a USBconnected iSight camera.

The super-slim RAM slot
reminds us of the game
Operation.
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New PowerBook G4s:

More Is More
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Just tweaks—but
welcome ones, nonetheless.

The latest upgrades to the PowerBooks may signal the end of the ’Book line
as we know it. Intel-based models are on the horizon, most likely to appear in
the ﬁrst half of 2006. Compared with the solid innovations of the PowerBooks
back in January 2005 (see Reviews, May/05, p38), the latest improvements are
modest. We don’t mean to trivialize the new PowerBooks, but we’re already
looking to the future.
More to look at. Apple has made three signiﬁcant changes to the PowerBooks.
The ﬁrst is to their displays. The 15-incher’s resolution goes from 1,280 by 854
to 1,440 by 960, while the 17-incher increases from 1,440 by 900 to 1,680 by
1,050. No big whoop, you say? Tell that to video editors, photo editors, or anyone
else who pushes pixels around on a regular basis—more resolution is always
A Good Thing. Not only that, but the screens are also brighter—when we placed a
previous-generation PowerBook next to the new ones, we could immediately see
the difference.
More power to you. The second signiﬁcant change is improved battery
life. Apple says that a battery under general use should last about 5.5 hours,
compared to 4 hours on the previous PowerBooks. We were actually able to
get through all 3 hours and 48 minutes of Lawrence of Arabia on DVD—and
we even had 16 minutes of battery life to spare. (Remember: Watching a DVD
uses far more juice than, say, using Word to write an article about Apple’s new
PowerBooks.) The ﬁnal change is that all three PowerBooks (including the wee
12-incher) now come standard with an 8X SuperDrive.
The 12-inch PowerBook (
) is priced
at $1,499, and the 15-incher (
) costs
MacAddict sez. . .
GOOD NEWS: Higher-resolution displays.
$1,999, a $200 and $300 reduction respectively
Improved battery life. Standard equipment
from the previous SuperDrive-equipped models—
now includes 8X SuperDrive.
you now get the SuperDrive and the increased
BAD NEWS: No PowerBook G5 in sight. Sigh…
resolution, essentially, at no additional cost. The
17-inch model (
) costs $2,499, a $200 price decrease from the previous
17-incher.
The bottom line. Should you wait for the upcoming Mactel PowerBooks, or
should you buy now? The answer—as always—depends on your needs today, not
next year. Need a laptop upgrade immediately? Buy now. Don’t? Wait.—RL
26
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The new Power Mac
G5 Quad provides
a quantum leap in
computing power.

New PowerMac G5s:
Apple makes some of the most-powerful desktop
computers on the planet, and the new Power Mac G5 line
is proof—blazing, muscular, industrial-strength proof.
Although these sexy speedsters had yet to ship when this
article went to press, we talked with Apple spokesfolks
about their potent powers.
Dual-core PowerPC processors. The IBM 970MP dual-core
processor that powers the new G5 lineup is essentially two,
two, two chips in one. As with Intel’s dualcore Pentium D, this chip—called the
dual-core PowerPC G5 by Apple—
slaps two powerful processor cores
onto the same slice of silicon and
gives each of them their own L1 and
L2 caches. But even though the two
processors are on the same chip, they
communicate with each other over a
bidirectional frontside bus that runs
at half the processor speed—unlike
the two cores of AMD’s Athlon 64 X2
processor, which communicate with
each other over a speedy crossbar
built into the chip’s own silicon. Future
dual-core Intel processors that ﬁnd
their way into Apple’s ﬁrst upcoming
Mactel machines will have AMDstyle core-to-core communication;
later ones will feature even tighter
integration between the dual cores.
The dual 2.0GHz and dual 2.3GHz
models each have single 970MPs—
their duality comes from the dual-core
nature of that processor, not from
having two separate processors as
all previous Mac dualies did. The
2.5GHz Power Mac G5 Quad, on
the other hand, has dual dual-core
970MPs—hence the Quad appellation.
The two dualies are air cooled; the
Quad is cooled by the same water,
anticorrosive, and antifreeze liquid

Big Iron

Jake, Niko, Roman, and Rik are thankful Apple sends all of this
stuff to them for free—as long as Steve doesn’t ask for it back.

system in the current high-end dual Power Mac G5—a system
that an Apple spokesperson claimed won’t leak “for the life of
the product,” which is “a good long time.”
Apple-supplied test results show the new Quad provides
hefty performance increases over the dual 2.7GHz Power Mac
G5 it replaces—up to 69 percent in After Effects rendering
and 60 percent in Final Cut Pro standard-deﬁnition MPEG-2
rendering. We look forward to taking the Quad for a spin in our
own round of testing.
PCI Express. Say goodbye to AGP and PCI-X; PCI Express
(aka PCIe) is now the slot of choice for internal Power Mac G5
expansion. PCI Express cards pass data back and forth to the
Power Mac G5’s new PCI controller over lanes—independent
bidirectional serial channels, each capable of 250MB-persecond throughput. The new Power Mac G5s each have four
PCIe slots: one 16-lane, one 8-lane, and two 4-lane. The
16-lane slot replaces the AGP slot and—do the math—is
capable of a full 4 GBps throughput. Oh, and say goodbye to
your existing PCI and AGP cards, as well: PCIe isn’t backward
compatible.
533MHz DDR2 SDRAM. Apple has moved up to the next
generation of double-data-rate SDRAM, known as DDR2,
which has a higher theoretical top speed than the older
DDR memory. Some early implementations of DDR2 were
hampered by latency problems (that is, memory-response
delays) that would make 533MHz DDR2 systems run at about
the same speed as 400MHz DDR systems; Apple, however,
claims to have conquered these problems with the Power Mac
G5’s new system controller. Also, now that Apple has qualiﬁed
2GB DDR2 SDRAM DIMMs, the new Power Macs max out at
16GB of memory and support optional safe-and-sane ECC
(error-correction-code) memory.
New graphics cards. The graphics cards that ship with the
new Power Mac G5s—nVidia’s GeForce 6600 LE and GeForce
6600—are capable in their own right, but the real excitement
comes in the form of two CTO (conﬁgure-to-order) options,
also from nVidia. The Quadro
FX 4500 is Apple’s ﬁrst true
workstation-quality graphics
card, with capabilities (such
You pays your money and you makes your choice—and if you’re ﬂush with cash, you can create
as true 3D in a window) that
your own Insanely Great Power Mac G5 Quad.
the scientiﬁc community will
Good
Better
Best
Insane
embrace, while the GeForce
Dual 2GHz
Dual 2.5GHz
Quad 2.5GHz
Quad 2.5GHz
Processors
7800 GT will provide top-level
gaming performance—now
DDR2 RAM
512MB (non-ECC) 512MB (non-ECC) 512MB (non-ECC)
16GB (ECC)
may be the time for Apple to
Hard Drive
160GB
250GB
250GB
Two 500GB
ﬁnally provide the support
Graphics Card GeForce 6600 LE
GeForce 6600
GeForce 6600
Quadro FX 4500
and resources that game
developers need to take Mac
Video SDRAM 128MB
256MB
256MB
512MB
gaming to the next level.
Price
$1,999
$2,499
$3,299
$17,724
—Rik Myslewski

By the Numbers
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WHAT KIND
OF PRINTER
ARE YOU?
We sort through the arcane technology and
obscure terminology to show you how to buy
the right printer for your individual needs.
By John Goodchild

S

ome of you may remember when using fancy
fonts meant an expensive visit to the professional
typesetter; others probably don’t even know what a
professional typesetter is. In a few years, the memory of
taking vacation snapshots to the store to be
developed and printed may seem just as
remote. You now have access to typesetquality documents and Fotomat-quality
photo prints right in the comfort of your
own home, using the printer you almost
certainly have connected to your Mac.
But is the printer you have the one you
should have? We’re about to help you ﬁnd
out, as we explain the multiple printer
technologies’ main differences, what
kinds of jobs each type of printer is
best suited for, and what questions
to ask when you’re contemplating
purchasing a new printer.
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Printer Primer

Printing comes down to making marks on paper—or, in the inkjet and dye-sub worlds, what’s more
properly called media. These marks can be droplets of ink, blobs of wax, grains of toner, or wisps of
dye. What the substance is and how it gets transferred to the paper or media is what distinguishes the
different kinds of printers. Here’s an introduction to the main printing technologies you’re likely to run into.

Inkjet

The inkjet printer is the most common type of printer in homes
and small ofﬁces. Why? Because inkjets are cheap (sometimes free
with the purchase of a Mac), easy to use, and easy to maintain. As
the name suggests, inkjets work by spraying ink through an array
of nozzles. There are two different ways to make this happen.
PIEZOELECTRIC (or just piezo for short, pronounced “pee-ayzo”) inkjet printers use print heads with nozzles surrounded
by electrically conductive material. The printer passes a tiny
electric current through the material; the current makes the
material expand, creating pressure on the nozzle that squeezes
microscopic ink droplets onto the media. One downside to this
approach is that if small air bubbles get into the ink supply
lines—which can happen when an ink cartridge is replaced
or a replacement tank is not seated
correctly—they can block the print
TYPICAL INKJET
APPLICATION Inkjet printers
heads. Getting rid of the air bubbles
are best suited for light-tocan use up a lot of ink, since the
moderate use where color
system must create a vacuum to pull
printing is essential; they’re also
good for home photo printing.
ink through the nozzles and clear the
At the low end, they’re cheap
blockage. Any wasted ink is absorbed
to initially buy, and they can
into large pads in the base of the
produce wonderful results when
the right combination of ink
printer. These pads can hold a great
and media is used—but buying
deal of ink, but eventually (though
new ink cartridges will cost
maybe not for years) the pads can
you money over time. Couple
become completely saturated, at
that with their limited duty
cycles (recommended pages
which point the printer will need to
per month) and relatively short
be serviced or replaced. All things
life span, and you may end up
considered, though, piezo print heads
spending more in the long term
than you need to. For higherare very robust and designed to last for
volume output and a longer
the life of the printer. Epson considers
life-cycle, consider a color-laser
them reliable enough to use them in all
or solid-ink printer instead.
of their models.
THERMAL inkjet printers surround their nozzles with heating
elements. The heat boils the ink to produce tiny bubbles inside
the print head. As the bubbles grow, they force ink droplets
through the nozzles and onto the media. As the heating element

cools, the bubble contracts, causing a vacuum that draws more
ink into the nozzle—all of this happens in a split second, of
course. At the low end, thermal inkjets are less expensive than
piezoelectric models (partly because the print heads aren’t built
in—more on that later) and aren’t as susceptible to air-bubble
problems. They also operate very quietly. But the constant
heating and cooling is tough on the print heads, so replacement
ink cartridges also contain replacement heads, making them
generally more expensive than replacement cartridges for piezo
printers. Also, the boil/cool cycle makes thermal inkjets more
demanding when it comes to the ink formulations they can use—
pigment-based inks were available for piezo printers before they
were for thermal printers, for example (see “Inkjet FAQ,” p33).
But while manufacturers like to talk about that kind of thing, it’s
not clear most printer shoppers would notice any difference on
the printed page. Canon and Hewlett-Packard use thermal print
heads in all of their inkjet printers.

Laser

Laser printers are the second-most-popular choice for the home
or ofﬁce. In recent years, the technology has become a lot more
affordable—black-and-white printers, such as the $119.99
Brother HL-2040, are a feasible personal option, and while color
laser printers are still signiﬁcantly more expensive than inkjets,
models such as the $499 Konica Minolta magicolor 2430 DL are
well within the budget of a home or small ofﬁce.
This type of printer works by ﬁring a laser beam at a rapidly
rotating mirror; the mirror deﬂects the beam onto a positively
TYPICAL LASER APPLICATION Monochrome (black-and-white)
laser printers are best suited for small or home ofﬁces where you mostly
need to print text, and color is not required—letters, manuscripts, reports
without graphics, and so on. The combination of high speed, long duty
cycles, and low cost per page make this type of printer an ideal, economical
choice. Color laser printers are great for producing high-quality color output
at a reasonable speed. They are typically placed in medium-size ofﬁces and
shared via a network connection. Recent advances have driven down the
price of entry-level laser printers, so they’re beginning to be a reasonable
choice for small ofﬁce or home settings. However, you’ve got to be ready for
the occasional maintenance hit.

Glossary of Printer Terms
All-in-One (AIO)
A printer that also performs
other functions, usually faxing
and scanning. Aka multifunction printer or MFP.
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Coated Media
Inkjet media that is covered
with a ﬁne layer of clay or
resin, which causes the ink
to dry much faster than it
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otherwise would. Coated
media can have a matte or
glossy ﬁnish.

CMYK Acronym for the
colors cyan, magenta, yellow,
and black. These colors are
combined and overlaid in the
four-color-printing process to

produce a full range of colors.
Some inkjet printers add light
cyan, light magenta, and light
black (aka gray) to the mix for
smoother gradations.

Dots Per Inch (DPI)
Measurement of how many
individual dots of ink a printer
can lay down in one inch of
paper. The higher the DPI,

Inkjet FAQ
The inkjet world is full of myths, mysteries, confusion, and conjecture—it’s little wonder that you see people standing in the
printer aisle at computer supply stores, scratching their heads in bafﬂement. If that sounds familiar, these answers may help.
Q. Are generic inks as good
as inks produced by the printer
manufacturer?

overuse, for example. Plus, as we said,
third-party inks carry their own risks.

A. It depends on whom you ask. The
printer manufacturers will tell you their ink
has been specially formulated to resist
clogging by using chemicals that prevent
the molecules from sticking together, and
that it has the correct pH balance to avoid
corroding the intricate printing components.
They’ll also tell you their inks fade less than
third-party inks, and tests performed by the
independent image-permanence testing
house Wilhelm Imaging Research (www
.wilhelm-research.com) indicate that some
proprietary inks can last up to 115 years
under the right conditions.
Proprietary inks can be several times
more expensive than a generic equivalent,
though—we’ve paid as little as $12 for
cartridges for our trusty Epson Stylus
Color 740, supplies that Epson wants
$28.95 for. So if you’re not printing
photographs you want to last forever—if
you’re just printing ephemera like reports
and correspondence—longevity won’t
be as big an issue. Clogged print heads
may be, though. You do get what you pay
for, and you’ll probably have better results
from ink that costs two-thirds as much as
the proprietary ink than you will from ink
that costs a quarter as much. A warning:
Most printer manufacturers don’t consider
third-party inks to fall under “normal use.”
Using them usually won’t void your printer
warranty, but the warranty won’t cover any
problems they cause.

Q. Why are some proprietary
ink cartridges more expensive?

Q. Do ink reﬁlls save money?
A. If you’re willing to brave the attempt, you
might save yourself a few dollars. However,
ink cartridges, according to the printer
manufacturers, are not meant to be reﬁlled:
Thermal print heads that are built into a
cartridge will eventually burn out from

the higher the resolution,
and the better the image
looks—generally.

Duplex Printing
Technology that allows a
printer to print on both sides
of the paper without user
intervention. Most duplex

A. It depends upon whether the print head
is a component part of the ink cartridge
or of the printer itself. HP’s inkjet printers,
for example, don’t have a print head built
in; instead, the print head is integrated into
the ink cartridge. That makes replacing
the cartridge a little more expensive—but
you get a new print head at the same

an inkjet printer, since the ink will bleed into
the paper’s grain. And if you use glossy
inkjet photo media in a laser printer, it will
probably wrinkle or buckle from the heat,
and the toner likely won’t adhere to the
media properly.

Q. What’s the difference between
pigment- and dye-based inks?

A. Pigment-based inks contain pigment
particles that “ﬁx” to the media ﬁbers as
the ink dries and are therefore resistant to
damage by water spills. In addition, the
color is contained within
the particles and protected
from UV light, so they
probably won’t fade as
quickly. However, it’s hard
to get truly vibrant colors
with pigment-based inks
because pigments can’t
hold as much color as
dyes, and the black tends
to be a little grayer than the
dye-based equivalent.
With HP inkjet cartridges (left), you get new print heads
Dye-based inks are
every time you replace the ink. Epson printers have built-in
heads, so new cartridges (right) don’t—and are a bit cheaper. normally water-based
and will dissolve almost
completely in water. The colors are more
time. Epson printers have built-in print
vibrant, but they can begin to fade in a little
heads (guaranteed for the life of the
as six weeks if exposed to direct sunlight.
printer), which makes Epson cartridges a
They’re a ﬁne option if longevity isn’t your
bit cheaper; but if the print head should
main concern.
become damaged, you’ll need to repair or
replace the printer.

Q. Do I really need to use the
manufacturer’s paper or media?
A. The printer manufacturers argue that
they have optimized their paper to be the
best match for their ink, but whether the
improvement is worth the expense is up to
you. It is, however, deﬁnitely important to
use the right sort of paper for your printer
and type of printing. Basic copier paper,
for example, will produce horrible results in

units are available as an
optional extra. Some duplexprinting schemes can take
longer than turning the pages
over yourself.

Duty Cycle The number
of prints per month that the
manufacturer recommends
can be made without wearing
out the printer.

Q. Why do some inkjet printers
use more than four colors?
A. These kinds of inkjets are generally
used for photo output. The extra colors
are usually lighter shades of cyan and
magenta, which enable the printer to
produce smoother color blends, moreaccurate skin tones, and improve overall
image sharpness. Extra blacks (grays,
actually) dramatically improve black-andwhite prints.

Gamut The range of
available color on a printer. A
color is “out of gamut” when
it’s beyond what the device
can reproduce, in which

case it will be represented
by a similar color within the
device’s range.
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What Prints Really Cost
A big part of deciding which printer to buy is how much it’ll cost you—
not just when you buy it, but as you use it. Cost per page, however, is
devilishly difﬁcult to pin down. One reason is that printer manufacturers
measure it differently: HP, for example, bases its ﬁgures on a page
with ﬁve percent of each color, or 20 percent of the page covered on
a four-color printer. Canon, on the other hand, declines to describe its
test page at all. Then, of course, there’s the media you print on. You
can print ofﬁce documents on inexpensive paper, but for printing highquality photos on an inkjet, you can spend a buck or three per print just
on photo-quality media. Use the ﬁgures
in this table (based on manufacturers’
data) as a guideline for the TCO (“total
cost of ownership,” which includes the
cost of the printer)—and remember
that your mileage may vary.
2
Possible sources of color include
(1) dye-sublimation ribbons, (2 and 3)
inkjet cartridges, and (4) solid-ink
sticks.

4

3

charged drum, creating a negatively charged image. As the
drum turns, its surface passes a toner receptacle and attracts
microscopic particles of toner to the areas touched by the laser
beam. Then, as paper passes through the printer, it receives
a negative charge—stronger than the charge on the drum. The
toner particles are then attracted from the drum to the paper,
reproducing the original image. In the ﬁnal stage, the toner
is permanently adhered to the paper by passing through a
superheated fusing unit, which melts the toner particles and
“glues” them to the paper—this is why a freshly laser-printed
document feels warm to the touch.
Both color and black-and-white laser printers work the
same way; it’s just that color printers use four toner cartridges
(cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) instead of just one, which
increases the overall cost of printing. Also, the transfer drum
in a color laser is usually an integral part of the printer rather
than a part that gets replaced with a new toner cartridge, as
is the case with black-and-white lasers. What that means is
that should the drum ever need replacing, it’s gonna be a big
maintenance expense. Also, color-toner cartridges can be
expensive enough that you’d probably want to include them
in your budget. On the other hand, the duty cycles and overall
life spans of laser printers are also generally much higher than
those of inkjet printers.

PRINTER

PRICE

TYPE

CANON PIXMA iP3000

$99.99

Thermal Inkjet

EPSON STYLUS
PHOTO R340

$199.99

Piezo Inkjet

HP OFFICEJET PRO
K850dn

$499.99

Thermal Inkjet

BROTHER HL-5140

$199.99

Mono Laser

LEXMARK C522n

$499.00

Color Laser

KONICA MINOLTA
MAGICOLOR 5430 DL

$799.99

Color Laser

XEROX PHASER 8500N

$899.00

Solid Ink

$1,299.00

Solid Ink

CANON SELPHY CP710

$149.95

Dye-Sub

OLYMPUS P-S100

$199.99

Dye-Sub

XEROX PHASER 8550DP

KODAK EASYSHARE 500

$199.95

Dye-Sub

Solid Ink

Solid-ink printers—found only in Xerox’s Phaser line—use
wax ink “sticks” that are melted into reservoirs as the printer
warms up. The image is sprayed onto the transfer drum and
bonded onto the paper in a single pass. The melted wax cools
immediately and creates a permanent bond with the paper
without the use of a heated fuser unit. Solid-ink printers are
touted as the most environmentally friendly printers, since
very little of the wax is wasted in printing (laser printers have
special collection tanks for excess toner); plus, the consumables
are just wax sticks rather than plastic cartridges. On the other
hand, melting the wax during warmup takes about 15 minutes,
so you may wind up leaving the printer on all the time. Printing
speeds are typically fast because the four ink colors are applied
TYPICAL SOLID-INK APPLICATION Solid-ink printers have
advanced in leaps and bounds over the past few years. It was not long ago
that these printers were expensive to own and operate and weighed so
much that it required at least two people to move them around. The latest
models, such as the 60-pound, 16-by-14.5-by-21-inch Xerox Phaser 8500
(starting at $799, www.xerox.com), are small enough to sit on your desktop.
Output quality is high, and the printing cost per page remains consistent
across the range of models—but they’re still on the expensive side.

Glossary of Printer Terms
Interface The method by
which the printer is connected
to a computer or network. USB
interfaces are more common
in desktop printers, but if the
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printer must be connected
to a network, it will need an
Ethernet interface or to be
shared in System Preferences
> Sharing > Services.
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Multipurpose Tray
A paper or media tray that
can hold different sizes of
paper or media (such as US
Legal, Tabloid, A4, or Letter),

increasing the usefulness of
the printer.

Nozzle Count
The total number of inkproducing nozzles found on
the print head of an inkjet
printer. The print heads on

higher-resolution printers
contain more nozzles and
produce smaller ink droplets.

INK, TONER, OR
DYE CARTRIDGE(S)

COST PER
CARTRIDGE

PAGES PER
CARTRIDGE1

COST PER PAGE
PER CARTRIDGE

TOTAL COST
PER PAGE2

TCO FOR
1,000 PRINTS2

TCO FOR
10,000 PRINTS2

Black
Color (x3)

$11.95
$11.95

500
280

2.4¢
4.2¢

15.3¢

$252.99

$1,629.99

Black
Color (x5)

$17.09
$12.34

630
430

2.7¢
2.9¢

17.2¢

$371.99

$1,919.99

Black
Color (x3)

$33.99
$33.99

1,750
1,650

1.9¢
2.1¢

8.2¢

$581.99

$1,319.99

Black

$65.99

3,500

1.9¢

1.9¢

$218.99

$389.99

Black
Color (x3)

$131.00
$144.00

4,000
3,000

3.3¢
4.8¢

17.7¢

$676.00

$2,269.00

Black
Color (x3)

$119.99
$199.99

6,000
6,000

2.0¢
3.3¢

11.9¢

$918.99

$1,989.99

Black
Color (x3)

$55.99
$88.99

3,000
3,000

1.9¢
3.0¢

10.9¢

$1,008.00

$1,989.00

Black
Color (x3)

$55.99
$88.99

3,000
3,000

1.9¢
3.0¢

10.9¢

$1,408.00

$2,389.00

Ink Ribbon
(+36 sheets)

$19.95

36

55.4¢

55.4¢

$703.95

$5,689.95

Ink Ribbon
(+50 sheets)

$34.99

50

70.0¢

70.0¢

$899.99

$7,199.99

Ink Ribbon)
(+80 sheets)

$39.99

80

50.0¢

50.0¢

$699.95

$5,199.95

1

All ﬁgures are for 5-percent coverage.

2

Does not include cost of paper or media, except for dye-sub printers.

to the drum simultaneously. The output color quality remains
consistent over a wide range of media, and replacement ink
sticks are inexpensive when compared to a laser printer’s
toner cartridges. Once warmed up, however, a solid-ink printer
should not be moved until it has cooled down again, since this
could cause the melted ink to spill internally—a very messy and
expensive mistake. Also, output from this kind of printer needs
attentive handling, as a stray ﬁngernail can scrape the wax off
the paper—although water won’t make it smear.

Dye-Sublimation

Pages Per Minute
A speed rating for a printer,
representing how quickly
the printer can theoretically
print repeated pages. Black-

and-white output often has
a higher pages-per-minute
(ppm) rating than color.

Paper Path The route
that paper follows as it
passes through the printer.
Complicated paper paths
make it difﬁcult to use thicker

TYPICAL DYE-SUBLIMATION APPLICATION Dye-sub
printers are usually used to produce photo images. Their measured
resolution is relatively low, but the colors blend together, producing a
continuous-tone (aka con-tone), image. Their high cost per page makes
them ill suited for large-volume applications. Printers like Canon’s Selphy
CP710 ($149.99, www.canonusa.com) are gaining ground as “snapshot”
printers, and are generally not much bigger than the 6-by-4-inch photomedia sheets they print on. (See “Snapshot Printer A-Go-Go!” Apr/05, p24.)

PRINTER DRIVERS:
STAYING UP TO DATE
When you buy a printer, it usually comes with a CD
containing a printer driver. The driver in the box may
not be up to date—or worse, it may be incompatible
with your current OS. It’s best to download the latest
driver from the manufacturer’s Web site so you can be
sure that you have the most current driver available.

paper or card stock without
causing a jam, as the media
does not easily bend around
the many internal twists
and turns.

Picoliter
One trillionth of a liter. Inkjet
printers produce droplets
that measure anywhere
between 2 and 25 picoliters.

TIP

Dye-sublimation (aka dye-sub) printers use a dye-coated
ﬁlm or ribbon that passes over a heated print head. The ﬁlm
is composed of consecutive cyan, magenta, yellow (and
sometimes black) panels. As each color panel passes the print
head, the dye is sublimated (vaporized) and absorbed by the
media. The amount of dye released depends on the amount
and duration of the applied heat. Once all four colors have been
transferred, a clear coating is applied to the image to protect it
against degradation by ultraviolet light.
Dye-sublimation printers can produce exceptionally highquality prints but are not designed for high-volume output
because they use a full sheet of each color per page, regardless

of how much of the page is actually covered by the image. Also,
they usually use special media, not plain paper. Because of this,
media and ink for dye-sub printers are normally sold together,
which can signiﬁcantly increase the cost of printing.

Smaller droplets can produce
higher-resolution output.
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LIGHTEN UP, DUDE!

Buying a printer is simple, right? Well, in most cases it is, but if you ask a few
basic questions, you can save yourself multiple visits to the store and a lot of
unnecessary headaches. Fortune favors the prepared buyer.
Q. Does the printer come with
everything I need to get started?
While that may seem like a silly question,
it may surprise you to discover that most
low-end printers don’t actually come with
the one piece of equipment you need to
hook everything up: a USB cable. Factor
the extra cost of the cable (around $10)
into the price of the printer while shopping
around. And be sure to check how much
ink comes supplied with the printer.
Some printers, such as the Canon Selphy
CP510, ship with only a starter set—just
enough to get you up and running. You’ll
use it up quicker than a regular set, so you
might want to purchase extra when you’re
picking up your printer.

Q. Is the printer
compatible with Mac OS X?
While the majority of printers work natively
with OS X, there are some models,
such as the Konica Minolta magicolor
2400W, that don’t have OS X–compatible
drivers available. If the salesperson
doesn’t know the answer, examine the
product packaging and look for the
Mac OS X logo—or better yet, visit the
manufacturer’s Web site and check out
the printer’s system requirements. Even if
the printer manufacturer hasn’t produced
a compatible driver, you may be able to
ﬁnd an alternative, thanks to the opensource Gimp-Print project (http://gimpprint.sourceforge.net) and the Common
UNIX Printing System—CUPS for short
(www.cups.org). CUPS, developed by
Easy Software Products, is the underlying
printing system built right into Mac OS X,
and it provides portability between the
different UNIX platforms, encouraging
development of printer drivers for a larger
audience. While locating a driver may take

a little research, it is far better to ﬁnd this
out before you jump in than get stuck with
a printer you can’t even use.

Q. What size paper can it use?
Low-end inkjet or laser printers don’t
generally handle paper or media sizes
greater than 8.5 by 14 inches (US Legal). If
you want to print 11 by 17 inches (Tabloid
size)—to see two full pages next to each
other, for example, or to better admire your
digital-photography skills—you’ll need
to spend more. Paper thickness is also a
factor. Some low-end printers can’t feed
heavier card stock without jamming or
even breaking the printer. Complicated
paper paths can also cause problems
with heavier stock—if you think you’ll be
printing on card stock, look for a printer
with at least an option for a straight path,
which will probably mean the ability to feed
paper from the back. The paper handling
capabilities are normally displayed on the
box—don’t overlook them.

Q. How long will the printer last?
Start with the basics: Cheap printers won’t
last as long as expensive ones. Cheap
printers are meant to be disposable and
can even cost less than the ink or toner
they use. Most medium- and high-end
printer models have a manufacturerassigned duty-cycle rating that can give
you a sense of what kind of use they can
stand up to. Laser printers typically have
a higher duty cycle than inkjets, while
the highest duty cycles can be found in
solid-ink printers—HP recommends a
6,250-page maximum monthly volume
on its Business Inkjet 1000, for example,
while Xerox’s Phaser 8500/8550 solid-ink
printer can churn out a full 85,000 pages
per month.

Dark photos often don’t
print very well on an inkjet
printer because so much
ink gets put down that it
oversaturates the paper.
Not only does the resulting
output look messy, but you
also waste ink and media.
Try reducing the ink coverage
by lightening the image—
not with the Brightness
command, though, but in a
way that affects the output.

TIP

Ask Before You Buy

To do this in Adobe Photoshop
or Photoshop Elements:
Choose Image >
Adjustments > Levels
(in Elements, Enhance >
Adjust Lighting > Levels).
2 On the Output Levels
slider, move the left
marker from 0 to 12 and
the right marker down
from 255 to 250.
3 Click OK.
To do it in iPhoto:
Highlight an image and
click the Edit button.
2 Click the Adjust button.
3 On the Levels slider, drag
the right marker down
from 100% to 95%.
4 Adjust the Contrast slider
to –6.
5 Click Done.
These adjustments will reduce
the amount of ink the printer
uses to represent 100 percent
of a color and add a little
deﬁnition to pure-white areas
of an image. Your prints will
look cleaner, and over time,
you’ll save ink, too.

Glossary of Printer Terms
PostScript Developed by
Adobe in 1985, PostScript is
a language for telling printers
what to put on a page. It was
intended to make printing
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“device independent” so
that a document would look
the same no matter which
PostScript-compatible printer
you used.
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RIP Stands for “Raster
Image Processor.” Software
or hardware that converts
a page description (in
PostScript form, for

example) from your Mac into
instructions that the print
engine can understand.

Sublimation Chemical
process by which a solid
becomes a gas without
passing through a liquid
phase ﬁrst.

Yield The number of pages
an ink or toner cartridge is
expected to produce, based
on a page whose exact nature
varies by manufacturer.

The Proof Is in the Prooﬁng

A close look at the same image reveals some of the differences between printers: The inkjet is well balanced between
detail and smoothness; the laser gives the sharpest, smoothest text outlines; the solid ink offers the most ﬁne-grained
detail but with a noticeable dithering in the colors; and the dye-sub has the smoothest gradations but chunky text outlines.

Epson Stylus Photo R1800 (Inkjet)

Xerox DocuColor 12 with PostScript RIP (Laser)

Xerox Phaser 8550/DP (Solid Ink)

Canon Selphy CP510 (Dye-Sub)

Show Your Best Side
Imagine, if you can, a perfect world in which your prints
always look just like the images on your screen. In the real
world, the devices that handle the color information in your
ﬁles speak a variety of different languages—your digital
camera sees the color blue, for example, in a different way
than your monitor displays it, and your printer has its own
ideas about how the color should look on paper. The solution?
Use ICC (International Color Consortium) proﬁles for your
devices, which enable them to communicate color information
in a language understood by all. Almost all modern apps that
manipulate color images support ICC proﬁles, and you can
often download proﬁles for your printer, or even your speciﬁc
printer-paper or printer-media combination, from the printer
manufacturer’s Web site.
To use a proﬁle with, for example, Adobe Photoshop, ﬁrst
download the proﬁle that matches your printer and paper,
and place it in the /Library/ColorSync/Proﬁles folder. Next
time you print, choose Print With Preview from the File menu
and select Color Management from the pop-up menu directly
below the preview image. Change the Color Handling option

Having the right proﬁle can mean the difference between a print
that’s just OK and one that’s just what you wanted.

to Let Photoshop Determine Colors, and choose your proﬁle
from the Printer Proﬁle pop-up menu. Finally, if there’s a Do
Not Color Manage option (or some equivalent) in your printerdriver settings, set it so that any color management your
printer might attempt is turned off. Now your image will be
optimized for your device-and-paper combination.

John Goodchild founded Fixamac Software (www.ﬁxamacsoftware.com) almost four years ago and has been developing Printer Setup Repair (on the
Disc, or see Ask Us, p60) ever since. John hopes to one day print a copy of himself so at least one of him can take a vacation.
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Field Guide to VIDEO GAME TERMS

The Gamer’s Glossary
By Sean Molloy

T

he terms Mac user and power gamer rarely appear in the same sentence, but that may change once Apple switches to Intel
and Macs and peecees start speaking a similar language. (Hey, we gamers can dream, right?) Even if that doesn’t happen,
this primer will keep you from being dazed and dumbfounded the next time your friend/brother/cousin/daughter tells you about
the time he or she was playing an FPS and fragged a griefer who turned out to be a friend IRL.

Game Building Blocks

What’s that mushroom thingy that makes Mario grow called? What are these numbers that keep appearing over my head whenever
I kill a monster? If these questions plague your dreams, read on.

BOSS

A unique, especially difﬁcult enemy that typically appears at the end of a
level (see deﬁnition below). Look for an obvious, terrible ﬂaw destined to
be its undoing, such as an exposed, ﬂashing heart.

BOT

A character normally controlled by a human that is instead controlled by
the game’s AI. Usually found in an online FPS (see “Game Genres,” below).

ENGINE

The fundamental algorithms and routines that serve as a game’s
technical backbone. Particularly robust engines (such as Epic Games’
Unreal engine) are often licensed by other game developers to save time.

HP

Hit points. How much damage a game character can take before dying.

LEVEL

1: A subsection of a game, often with a distinct graphical theme (a jungle,
for example, or cave), that has a deﬁnite beginning and end. 2: A numeric
indicator of your power, often increased as you accumulate XP (see
PC or NPC? That is the question.
below). When your level increases by one, this is called “leveling up.”

MANA

Generic term for your supply of magic power, which is usually depleted as you cast spells or use special abilities.

MOB

A monster, usually in an MMORPG (see “Game Genres,” below). Short for mobile (but pronounced like “bob”), a term
used in early online text RPGs to describe a creature that had the then-astounding ability to move from room to room.

MOD

A set of new levels, graphics, weapons, or other modiﬁcations that can be applied to an existing game to customize
it or turn it into an almost entirely different game. Mods are most often created by small groups of amateur users.

NPC

Non-player character. Any enemy, ally, townsperson, or other entity that a human player does not control.

PC

Player character. Any character in a game that is controlled by you or another human.

POWER-UP

An item (like Mario’s mushroom) that increases your power when collected, usually until you die or a timer expires.

XP

Experience points. Earned for defeating enemies; used to permanently increase your powers and abilities.

Game Genres

What kind of player are you? While some gaming genres are self-explanatory (sports, anyone?), others require a bit more illumination.

FPS

First-person shooter. An action-heavy game in which you generally shoot everything in sight, choosing weapons from an
arsenal that would easily serve the military needs of a mid-size European country. Example: Doom 3.

GRAPHIC
A nigh-defunct story-driven game genre focusing on puzzle-solving, dialogue, and exploration, with little to no ﬁghting or
ADVENTURE action. Sometimes referred to as a “point-and-click adventure.” Example: Myst V: End of Ages.
HYBRID

A game that combines elements from two or more existing game styles. Often referred to by a convoluted acronym,
such as MMOFPSRTSRPG (massively multiplayer online ﬁrst-person-shooting real-time-strategy role-playing game).

MMORPG

Massively multiplayer online role-playing game. A time-consuming game in which thousands of players simultaneously
battle monsters, collect loot, and socialize (often to the chagrin of real-life friends). Example: World of Warcraft.
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Game Genres (continued)
PLATFORMER A game, usually cute in theme, that involves lots of jumping from ledge to
ledge and collecting shiny baubles. Not to be confused with platform, which
refers to the system on which a game is played (such as PlayStation 2 or Mac).

RTS

Real-time strategy. A tactics-driven game where you construct a base,
build an army, and command grunts to collect resources, all in real time
(as opposed to taking turns, board-game style). Example: Rise of Nations.

Stubbs the Zombie
is a hybrid that
blends the missionbased elements of
Grand Theft Auto
with the tactics
of a squad-based
FPS—oh, and it uses
the Halo engine.

Online Player Interaction

If you’re playing an online game against other human beings, be prepared to enter a whole new social stratum. Learn these terms to
help mitigate the culture shock.

FRAG

To kill another player, often in an FPS (see “Game Genres,” p38).

GRIEFER

A player in an online game whose sole raison d’être seems to be to ruin fun for
other players, either by exploiting game-design ﬂaws or just being a pest.

IRL

Acronym for the phrase “in real life.” As in: “I have a girlfriend IRL. Really, I do.”

L337

Stands for “leet speak,” as in elite. A cryptic written language in which letters
are replaced by numbers and/or punctuation marks—for example, the word
awesome could be written as /\\/\/350/\/\3, 4w3$0m3, or @w350m3. Add
the sufﬁx -0rz to any L337 word to denote emphasis.

NOOB

A player who is new to a game. In the derogatory sense, a veteran who makes an
embarrassing error and earns his peers’ ire. Spelled n00b in L337 (see above).

PVP

Player versus player. A game mode where you ﬁght other players instead of
NPC (see “Game Building Blocks,” p38) foes, either individually or on teams.

RP

To role-play; to act and speak in a game as if you were your character rather than your real-life self, often making you a prime
target for griefers (see above); to say stuff like “Hail!” and “thou.” Most common in MMORPGs (see “Game Genres,” p38).

Hark! My mother doth calleth me
to dinner!

High Concepts

Now that you’re versed in the basics, keep your foes on their toes by throwing a few of these terms into a gaming conversation.

ANISOTROPIC
FILTERING

A 3D-graphics technique to improve the quality of textures at great distances and at steep angles.
Interchangeable with most other 3D jargon if your only aim is to boast about your new video card.

CHINESE
GOLD FARMER

A player in an MMORPG (see “Game Genres,” p38) who kills monsters and collects loot for the sole purpose
of selling in-game “gold” to other players for real-world cash. Derived from the assumption that the majority
of gold farmers are actually children working in sweatshops in China. Seriously.

EMERGENT
GAMEPLAY

Gameplay that results from performing actions and interacting with game objects in ways the game
designers didn’t necessarily plan on. Grand Theft Auto is notoriously rife with emergent gameplay.

FULLY
INTERACTIVE
ENVIRONMENT

Phrase used in nearly every video-game press release to describe the fact that the player can affect his
surroundings, though it usually just refers to barrels that explode when shot or windows that shatter when
punched.

GONE GOLD

Used to describe a game that has been ﬁnished by the developer but is not yet available to consumers
because copies still need to be manufactured and distributed to stores.

IMMERSIVENESS Made-up word used by game critics to describe a game’s ability to make you forget about the real world
and neglect sleep, friends, work, pets, and loved ones.

MACHINIMA

A method of moviemaking that involves recording footage of real-time gameplay, manipulating characters
as if they were actors, and then later editing together scenes complete with dialogue, narration, and/or music.

SANDBOX

A style of gameplay in which you get lots of “toys” to play with and little or no clear-cut purpose except to
have fun with them. Example: The Sims 2.

Sean Molloy is a managing editor IRL, but every now and
then he tackles mobs as a Night Elf Druid in an MMORPG.
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RATIN¬S
You’ll be
blown away.

You’ll be
impressed.

You’ll be
satisfied.

You’ll be
disappointed.

You’ll be
pissed off.

REVIEWS
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better living through smarter shopping

Some products, such as Plasticsmith’s Lapvantage Loft (pictured), make your Mac stand out—
literally. Other products, such as Macromedia’s Flash Professional 8 and Imaginova’s Starry
Night Pro Plus, make your Mac stand out in a more ﬁgurative sense. Next month, we’ll
take a long, hard look at Apple’s new dual-core Power Mac G5s, Freeverse’s Comic
Life Deluxe Edition, Canon’s PowerShot A410, and a lot more.

53
47
54
42

Action Jacket iPod shuffle armband
DocuPen R700 scanner
Fast DVD Copy DVD-duplication software
Flash Professional 8 media-authoring

54
48
52
57
48

FotoMagico 1.2.5 slide-show software
Graphire4 graphics tablet
iCruze iPod car adapter
iH5 iPod alarm clock
Internet Security Barrier Platinum Edition

43
56
47
52
51
51
50
53
55
50
46
44
56

Kontakt 2.02 software sampler
Lapvantage Loft notebook stand
MX500 earbuds
Noise Ninja 2.1.2 photo-filter set
OS X Keyboard keyboard
Quicken for Mac 2006 finance software
SAFE Mobile Hard Drive portable hard drive
SportWrap for iPod iPod shuffle armband
Starry Night Pro Plus 5.7 astronomy software
Studiometry3 office-management software
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2005 golf game
Toast 7 Titanium disc-burning software
USB 2.0 SimpleTouch HDKit backup kit

software

Internet-utility suite

PLUS:

PHOTOGRAPH BY SAMANTHA BERG

TheHotList
58 The best of the best from recent reviews.

Compatible with
Mac OS X or later.
Compatible with
Mac OS 9 or earlier.

We’d spend our
own hard-earned
money on this
product.
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Flash Professional 8
ROBUST MEDIA-AUTHORING SOFTWARE

F

lash is the best cross-platform, crossbrowser rich-media-delivery platform
on the planet, and the latest release of
Flash Professional adds even more depth
to this authoring tool. The improvements
come in four categories: creative,
technical, workﬂow, and video.
Creative. After two programmercentric releases, Flash Professional

Macromedia FreeHand. A three-by-three
scaling matrix ﬁnally brings a level of
layout management to designers of
user interfaces, allowing MovieClips to
intelligently scale and stretch.
Technical. Programmers have not
been overlooked. Complex vector
shapes and text can be cached
as pixel-based bitmap proxies,

Flash Professional 8 grows some serious teeth, with impressive improvements in workﬂow,
performance, video, typography, and drawing.

8 ﬁnally makes some solid designeroriented improvements, including
upgrades to pixel-based handling, the
addition of run-time image ﬁlters (such
as drop shadows, glows, and blurs), and
enhancements to run-time displacement
mapping, image scaling, and image
resampling. Animators looking for
better acceleration and deceleration
controls for sprites now have velocity
curves between keyframes in a dialog.
A new drawing mode
ON THE
makes Flash shapes
DISC behave as they do in
Flash Professional 8
Adobe Illustrator or
COMPANY: Macromedia
CONTACT: 800-470-7211,
www.macromedia.com
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improving the ﬁnal output’s performance.
Programmers gain access to more ﬁlters
than what can be found in Flash’s user
interface, such as custom convolution
ﬁlters. The ActionScript 2.0 scripting
language has evolved and expanded—
there are too many useful improvements
to list here, but its syntax and patterns
haven’t changed in any signiﬁcant way.
Workﬂow. Workﬂow improvements
are largely centered on an enhanced
workspace that makes Flash a joy to
work with. Flash also sports some new
testing features for developers of mobile
content via the FlashLite platform. The

PRICE: $699 (full), $299 (upgrade)
REQUIREMENTS: G3, Mac OS 10.3
or later, 256MB RAM, 2GB disk space
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poor performance of Flash’s developer
tools in the last few Mac releases made
them arguably unusable for complex
projects, but it’s safe to say that Flash
Professional 8 feels snappier—even
though it still runs faster in Windows.
Video. The two most welcome
enhancements are full 8-bit alphachannel support for imported
videos and the addition of the
astounding On2 codec, which
produces incredible quality in
tiny ﬁle sizes. The video-import
workﬂow is now largely contained
in one interface. Flash also comes
with a capable standalone video
encoder for queued multivideo
compression, but it doesn’t support
broader workﬂow features such as
watch folders.
The better Flash gets, the more
obvious its overt omissions become.
These include Flash’s lack of full
OpenGL acceleration, native 3D
support, velocity curves within the
timeline, single keyframes showing
all state changes (rather than
keyframes of each independent
state), truly customizable layoutmanagement schemes, and humanreadable markup for drawn objects.
These limitations may become more
pronounced with the upcoming
release of Microsoft’s Expression
interface-authoring tools (see www
.microsoft.com/products/expression)
and their XML-based way of describing
everything shown onscreen. Expression’s
tools might not compete directly with
Flash any time soon, but they may
change expectations about rich-media
performance and authoring that could
haunt Flash in the long haul.
The bottom line. If you’re a media
designer who needs to serve up a hot
dish of rich media, there’s never been
a better time to get Flash Professional
8 into your digital kitchen and start
cooking. —Nathan Moody

GOOD NEWS: Improved performance, filtering, interface, workflow,
image handling, and typography. Great video handling.
BAD NEWS: Best performance enhancements require writing code.
Output not fully hardware accelerated.
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Toast 7 Titanium
FEATURE-PACKED DISC-BURNING SOFTWARE

F

or years, Toast has provided extra
brawn for advanced disc-burning
chores, and the latest version, Toast 7
Titanium, adds some good multimedia
mojo to the mix—though it also has
some unpleasant kinks and quirks.
One of the major improvements in
Toast 7 is increased support for video
transcoding and burning, especially
when it comes to DivX content—Toast
7 handily converts the popular movie
format into DVD video. The automatic
DivX settings deliver good-quality
results, but if you’re nitpicky about such
things, you can tweak the encoding
process to an insane degree by
accessing the Advanced DivX options.
You can also create video CDs within
Toast 7, excellent for those with a CD
burner instead of a
DVD burner.
Music DVDs. If you
really, really love your
music and want to
create the equivalent
of an endless party,
then you’ll adore
the ability to create
Music DVDs, complete
with Dolby Digital
2.0 or 5.1 encoding.
A single-sided DVD
yields approximately
50 hours of music
that can be played
in most SuperDrives
and standalone DVD
players. You can
even add images for
a simple slide show
that shows up on your
TV while the music is

playing—a cool addition, though you’re
limited to crossfade transitions. Your
entire iTunes music collection (including
playlists) shows up right inside of Toast,
but if you’re using iTunes 5 or later, your
subfolders appear in Toast as playlists,
too. Unfortunately, a couple of our
If you need DivX or want to
span data across multiple
discs, then you need Toast 7.
attempts to create a Music DVD resulted
in Toast randomly choking and hanging
on the encoding process, which was
none too fun.
One of the much-touted additions
that doesn’t deliver quite what is
advertised is Toast 7’s ability to read

Even though it’s easy to
string together a bunch
of QuickTime ﬁles onto
a DVD, you can forget
about previewing your
menus à la iDVD.
COMPANY: Roxio
CONTACT: 866-280-7694 or
905-482-2000, www.roxio.com
PRICE: $99.95
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REQUIREMENTS: G4, Mac OS
10.3.9 or later, 300MB disk space,
QuickTime 7 or later

an unprotected dual-layer DVD and
recompress it to ﬁt on a single-layer
DVD-R, which only works if you have a
Mac with a dual-layer DVD burner. And
Toast 7 can’t back up copy-protected
commercial DVDs (read: most retailmovie DVDs available).
Toast 7 now has tools to help you
burn large amounts of data onto
multiple discs. We tested this with a
25GB folder of audio and animation
experiments, successfully dumping
all the data over a half-dozen DVD-R
discs. This feature won’t replace your
dedicated backup software for daily
use, but it’s a cool addition that works
fairly well, with one caveat: After you
begin burning, if you go back to the
desktop and change any name or
location of a ﬁle that’s
slated to be burned,
Toast 7 stops burning
and everything turns to,
well, toast. Yuck.
More Toast goodies:
You can share a single
DVD burner among
multiple machines on
a network—reason
enough for some to
buy in. You can also
make High Deﬁnition
slide shows for that one
friend who has an HDTV.
On the downside, the
fact that the minimum
requirement is a G4
seems excessive for
what is essentially a
utility app.
The bottom line.
If you need DivX or
want to span a ton of
data across multiple
discs, you need Toast
7; otherwise, you’ll
probably do ﬁne with
OS X’s built-in tools.
—David Biedny

GOOD NEWS: Good DivX support. Can create music
DVDs. Strong iLife integration.
BAD NEWS: Some bugginess that interrupts disk
burning. Needs a G4 or G5 to run.
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Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2005
INSPIRING GOLF GAME
whole game of virtual golf
to be played.
Instead of using timed
mouse clicks to swing
your clubs, Tiger Woods
2005 uses what it calls the
TrueSwing method—you
basically pull the mouse
back and then push it
forward to swing. The
speed at which you pull
and push the mouse
corresponds to the speed
of your golf swing, and the
straightness of your mouse
path inﬂuences the ﬂight
of your ball; for example,
if your mouse travels in
a straight path, your ball
goes straight—but if you’re
off to the right, your ball
goes to the right. The
method takes only a little
practice to master.
The game’s Tiger Proof
feature is an excellent way
to extend gameplay. It
Play as one of 15 PGA Tour players, including a certain Mr. Eldrick Woods.
lets you easily modify golf
courses to make them tougher to play.
about every aspect of your character—
iger Woods PGA Tour 2005 is the
You can make fairways narrower, widen
hairstyle, neck length, how big (or small)
best golf game available for your
hazards, add subtle bumps and dips to
your gut is, the type of clubs in your
Mac. Sure, it’s not like playing golf
greens, and more. In essence, you end up
bag, and so on. You can literally spend
in real life, but it may be the only
giving the course a new personality that
hours in Game Face II, ﬁne-tuning your
opportunity most golfers get to play
forces you to change the way you play.
own likeness (or modeling your ideal
Pebble Beach, St. Andrews, and other
The game’s graphics are terriﬁc, and
likeness), forgetting that there’s still a
famous courses. It might also be the
while there isn’t a whole lot
only chance for some of us hackers to
of sound (golf’s a particularly
actually shoot a round under par.
quiet game), the effects that
The ﬁrst thing that you notice about
are there are realistic. If we
Tiger Woods 2005 is that there’s a whole
have one niggle, it’s that the
lotta game. You have 11 courses to play
announcer’s commentary
(including those mentioned above),
gets old.
15 pros to play as or with (including
The bottom line. Tiger
the titular Tiger, Vijay Singh, and John
Woods PGA Tour 2005 is a
Daly), practice and tournament modes,
game every golfer should
lessons, and a scenario mode that lets
have. It will even inspire you
you rehearse particular shots.
to go outside and play an
Tiger Woods 2005 includes Game
actual round of golf.
Face II, a collection of fun tools to create
Create your own likeness with the included Game Face II
—Roman Loyola
your own player. You can customize just
character generator.

T

COMPANY: Aspyr
CONTACT: 512-708-8100,
www.aspyr.com
PRICE: $39.95
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REQUIREMENTS: 1.2GHz G4, Mac OS
10.3.8 or later, 256MB RAM, 2.5GB disk space,
32MB ATI Radeon 9000 or nVidia GeForce
FX5200 video card or better

GOOD NEWS: Tons of features. Easy controls. Can
play as one of several PGA pros.
BAD NEWS: Our real-life game still sucks.

MX500
AFFORDABLE QUALITY EARBUDS

S

ennheiser’s MX500 earbuds have been
available for a while, but only in metallic
blue. Sennheiser has ﬁnally adopted the iPod’s
signature white color—and while at ﬁrst glance
the new model looks uncannily like the iPod’s
supplied earbuds, the MX500s sound better.
The MX500s have a volume-control slider
attached to the cable—handy if your iPod is
in your bag or pocket. The sound quality
itself is much better than what you’d expect
Amazing sound. Great price.
from low-price earbuds, with stunning bass
response and no signs of distortion, no matter how loudly you play your music.
Sennheiser didn’t feel the need to add a stupidly long cable to the MX500s. The cable
is a good 3 feet—a decent length that doesn’t get in your way. As for comfort, if you
don’t like Apple’s earbuds, then your won’t like the MX500s—they have a similar ﬁt.
The bottom line. There’s no reason to keep using your stock iPod buds, except for
visual recognition by strangers on the street. The MX500 earbuds sound better and are
priced right.—Michelle Morris
COMPANY: Sennheiser
CONTACT: 877-736-6434,
www.sennheiserusa.com

PRICE: $19.95
REQUIREMENTS: Headphone jack, human ears

GOOD NEWS: Excellent bass response and wide dynamic range.
Great price.
BAD NEWS: Your iPod earbuds will clutter up your junk drawer.

DocuPen R700
SNEAKY SCANNER

D

esigned for text jockeys who live and die by their
optical character-recognition (OCR) software, the
DocuPen R700 portable scanner surprised us with its
sturdy construction, respectable scanning, and smart
design—just drag it vertically down a sheet of text to scan it.
Bearing only a USB 2.0 port, power switch, and some status
LEDs, the R700 is smart. In high-resolution mode (200 dpi;
standard is 100 dpi), the R700’s 2MB memory holds about 100
pages of text, and it picks it all up on one charge of its battery.
The pen’s driver lets you suck its scanned content into a
Mac via any TWAIN-supporting app. However, it captures text as
uneditable bitmaps, so you’ll need OCR software such as Readiris
Pro 10 ($129.99, www.irislink.com) to create editable text.
The bottom line. If portability is paramount, the DocuPen beats
other handheld scanners—but without bundled OCR software, it’s
an expensive way to break into transcription.—Niko Coucouvanis
COMPANY: Planon
CONTACT: 866-228-9132, www.planon.com
PRICE: $199.99

It’s stealthy and
scans well,
but BYO OCR
software.

REQUIREMENTS: USB-equipped Mac,
Mac OS X or later, TWAIN-compliant software
(such as Photoshop, Acrobat, or Word)

GOOD NEWS: Better than line-by-line pen-scanners.
BAD NEWS: Includes no Mac OCR software. Requires practice and patience.
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Internet Security Barrier Platinum Edition
COMPLETE INTERNET-UTILITY SUITE

I

nternet Security Barrier offers a
complete set of Internet-management
tools to protect your Mac from online
dangers. The Platinum Edition includes
NetBarrier, VirusBarrier, ChatBarrier,
ContentBarrier, Personal Antispam, and
Personal Backup. Each app is also sold
individually.
ContentBarrier can block Web sites
via keywords and URLs, and you can
easily schedule when particular sites
can and can’t be accessed. You can even
have instant-messaging phrases such
as “Are you alone” or “Don’t tell your
mommy” blocked from chat. It’s easy
and straightforward to add phrases to
your banned list.
NetBarrier is a ﬁrewall with an
interface that’s a bit friendlier than
COMPANY: Intego
CONTACT: 512-637-0700,
www.intego.com
PRICE: $149.95

Get stats on how many restricted Web
sites your Mac has visited.

your typical ﬁrewall app’s. VirusBarrier
is easy to set up and scans ﬁles for
infection in the background. ChatBarrier
works with iChat to provide two-way
real-time encryption, stopping electronic

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 8.1
to 9.x (requires 18MB disk space)
or 10.1 or later (requires 61MB disk
space), 64MB RAM

eavesdroppers from intercepting
your words (though your chat
partner also needs to have
ChatBarrier in order to use the
encryption). We didn’t notice any
lag while using ChatBarrier.
Personal Antispam provides
spam email ﬁltering—though
many email apps (including
Apple’s Mail and Mozilla
Thunderbird) already
provide this service.
Personal Backup helps you
back up ﬁles; it can even clone
a boot drive so that you can be up and
running quickly. Handy.
The bottom line. The Platinum Edition
of Internet Security Barrier is well worth
the investment.—Mark Sparrow

GOOD NEWS: Chock-full o’ features. Great Internet filtering.
Oh-so-easy to use.
BAD NEWS: Pricey.

Graphire4
IMPROVED TABLET

A

pen tablet makes life easier for
graphics folks. Wacom’s Graphire
series has always been a solid choice,
and with the latest iteration, Wacom
makes many welcome improvements.
The new Graphire4 design is more
ﬂexible and easier to use than ever.
Unlike the Graphire3 (
Feb/04,
p56), which lacked tablet buttons,
the Graphire4 has two programmable
ExpressKeys with a scroll wheel wedged
in between. Each ExpressKey can be
quickly assigned the keyboard shortcut
or mouse click of your choice through
Wacom’s software (accessible via
System Preferences when installed),
and the scroll wheel works like one on a
mouse—just spin it a few times to scan
through or position large documents.
COMPANY: Wacom
CONTACT: 800-922-9348,
www.wacom.com
PRICE: $99.99
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This pen is mightier than the mouse—but
this mouse is pretty good, too.

Other big design changes include
a rectangularish-yet-comfy mouse
and a uniformly cylindrical pen (gone
is the hourglass-shaped grip of the
Graphire3’s pen). We aren’t too keen on
the new pen’s two buttons, as they force
us to adjust our grip quite a bit when
reaching for them—the rocker switch on
the Graphire3 was much friendlier to our
ﬁngers. The Graphire4’s love-it-or-leaveit plastic overlay is still slick like the

REQUIREMENTS: USB-equipped
Mac, Mac OS 10.2.8 or later

Graphire3’s, but
at least now it’s a
cinch to remove. Just
slide four tabs on the
back of the tablet—no more
prying with your ﬁngernails as you had
to do with the Graphire3.
We found the performance of
the Graphire4 right on par with the
Graphire3. Despite pared-down
sensitivity and no tilt, the pen had
enough precision for edits in Photoshop
and simple drawings in Painter. The
ExpressKeys and scroll wheel are a boon
for common everyday tasks such as Web
browsing and email.
The bottom line. This is, without a
doubt, the best Graphire package to
date.—Gil Loyola

GOOD NEWS: Programmable ExpressKeys. Convenient scroll
wheel. Easily removable overlay.
BAD NEWS: Uncomfortable placement of pen buttons.
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SAFE Mobile Hard Drive
FINGERPRINT-READING HARD DRIVE

P

asswords, schmasswords. Biometric
security hasn’t quite reached the
level imagined in sci-ﬁ novels, but it is
trickling its way into everyday products.
Take LaCie’s SAFE Mobile Hard Drive,
which has a ﬁngerprint reader built into
the top of the drive’s plastic case—you
have to swipe your ﬁnger across the
reader to access the drive.
Whenever you connect the drive via
USB, you only have access to a small
partition containing the SAFE drive app.
To access the entire drive, you launch
the app and scan your ﬁngerprint. The
app then checks the scan against its set
of ﬁngerprints of approved users. You
can have up to ﬁve user proﬁles, and the
apps scans in two ﬁngerprints during the
assistant-driven proﬁle-creation process.

To use a car
analogy, the drive’s
ﬁngerprint security
is akin to a clublike steering-wheel
lock—it’s a deterrent
The perfect drive
to casual thieves (or
for users who are all thumbs.
maybe even members
internal 120GB, 5,400-rpm Ultra ATA
of your household who tend to be
drive in our 17-inch PowerBook G4
snoopy), but anyone determined to
ﬂew at 37.3 MBps. When performing
break in can just crack open the case
uncached reads, the SAFE drive clocked
and place the drive into a new one.
in at 13.36 MBps, while the PowerBook
The SAFE drive app doesn’t do any ﬁle
scored 31.40 MBps. This drive is no
encryption, so you may not want to store
speed demon.
ﬁles that are for your eyes only.
The bottom line. It’s not the most
Using the Xbench benchmark utility
secure drive on the market, but it can
(free, www.xbench.com), the 5,400-rpm
deter casual thieves and stop looky-loos
drive scored 12.5 MBps when doing
who use your Mac.—Roman Loyola
uncached writes; by comparison, the

REQUIREMENTS: G3, USBCOMPANY: LaCie
CONTACT: 503-844-4500, www.lacie.com equipped Mac, Mac OS 10.2 or
later, 128MB RAM, fingerprints
PRICE: $199.99 (80GB, tested),
$149.99 (40GB)

GOOD NEWS: Small. Powered through USB port.
BAD NEWS: With a little bit of trivial handiwork, you
can bypass the security.

Studiometry3
ALL-IN-ONE OFFICE-MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

S

tudiometry3 bundles key ofﬁcemanagement functions into a
single app. It has a client and contacts
manager, calendar, project planner, time
tracker, invoice generator, accounting
functions, and more.
Studiometry3’s main interface window,
replete with tabs, pop-up menus, and
smallish icons, provides access to the
various functions. Visual cues are subtle,
making speedy navigation and execution
a challenge for newbies. Studiometry3’s
most appealing feature is customizable
timers, which compute billable hours per
project and client—excellent when you’re
laboring under a preset
ON THE client budget.
DISC
Some Studiometry3
Studiometry3
functions duplicate,
COMPANY: Oranged.net Software
CONTACT: www.oranged.net
PRICE: $99.95
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but don’t improve upon,
those in OS X. You can drag
and drop your contacts
from OS X’s Address Book
into Studiometry3 (you
can also import data from
other project-management
Free invoice templates online? I’ll take two!
apps), and the app features a
InDesign or Illustrator to create custom
calendar—but it has no reminder feature
templates. But if you aren’t familiar with
and is nowhere near as versatile as
XML, you could be in over your head.
your Mac’s built-in iCal. Studiometry3’s
The bottom line. Some people may
invoicing and accounting functions
appreciate Studiometry3’s integration.
suffer from a challenging interface that
But compared with speciﬁc apps for
makes an old-fashioned ledger book look
accounting, project management, and
downright friendly.
time tracking, Studiometry3 falls victim
Oranged.net’s Web site has free
to Swiss Army Knife syndrome—it does a
downloads of invoice and report
lot of things decently, but there are better
templates, and Studiometry3 can generate
individual tools.—Tom Lassiter
XML data you can import into Adobe

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 10.3.x
or later, 10.3MB disk space

GOOD NEWS: Timers compute billable hours.
BAD NEWS: Difficult interface learning curve. There’s a better
calendar built into Mac OS X.
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Quicken for Mac 2006
WORKADAY FINANCE SOFTWARE

T

he 2006 upgrade of Quicken,
Intuit’s personal-ﬁnance software
package, contains a few productivity
enhancements and Mac-speciﬁc
conveniences, but there’s not much
to get excited about.
Quicken’s key new feature is Smart
Payees, a global search-and-replace
function that lets you rename cryptically
named downloaded transactions. You
can replace “GEICO PREM COLL,” for
example, with “car insurance.” You can’t
rename brokerage transactions, however.
The second key new feature is the
ability to back up your data to your .Mac
account from within Quicken. Backup
is quick and easy, and restoration is
equally simple. Unfortunately, we were
able to keep only one backup at a time,
COMPANY: Intuit
CONTACT: 800-446-8848,
www.quicken.com

features are
dependent
on ﬁnancial
institutions.
Be advised
that some found
Quicken to be
buggy when it
was ﬁrst released.
Colorful guidelines in the check register! Huzzah!
However, as of
press time, the app was in its third
and we were not able to save multiple
revision, and most bugs appear to have
versions.
been squashed.
Some of the specialized investment
The bottom line. First-time buyers
functions are still only available in the
won’t be disappointed with Quicken
Windows version, including support for
2006, which is easy to use once you get
tracking exchange-traded options, an
past the initial learning curve. However,
asset-allocation tool, and the ability to
we can’t call this a major upgrade.
download 401(k) accounts. That’s not
—Narasu Rebbapragada
entirely Quicken for Mac’s fault—some

PRICE: $59.95 (download), $69.95 (CD)
REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC, Mac OS 10.2.8
or later, 128MB RAM, 40MB disk space

GOOD NEWS: Full-featured personal-finance app.
BAD NEWS: Not a lot of compelling new features.

OS X Keyboard
CHARACTER-DRIVEN KEYBOARD

M

atias’s OS X Keyboard may feel
lightweight, and it won’t win
beauty contests, but there’s one
compelling reason why you
ought to consider this
keyboard: It has the
extended Mac
characters printed on
its keys. For example,
you can easily locate the
copyright symbol or umlaut
by just looking at the key tops, and
you can type the character by holding
down Option or Shift-Option. All these
symbols give the keyboard a slightly
cluttered look, and the print quality
on the keys could be better, but for
multilingual typists, it’s a godsend.
Because the OS X Keyboard is a
membrane keyboard rather than a
switched model, it feels spongier than
COMPANY: Matias
CONTACT: 905-265-8844 or
888-663-4263, http://matias.ca
PRICE: $29.95

Umlauts,
accents, and
circumﬂexes are
now at your ﬁngertips.

other keyboards; and the quality of the
plastic is a little soft. But typing accuracy
is great, thanks to the well-spaced keys.
Aside from the usual set of keys, you
also get volume, mute, and function keys

REQUIREMENTS: USB-equipped Mac,
Mac OS 9 to 9.x or 10.1 or later

up to F15, but the CD-eject key is missing.
Instead, you hold down F12 for a moment
to open or close the CD drawer. (You still
tap F12 to access Tiger’s Dashboard.)
The bottom line.
The OS X Keyboard
looks a bit ﬂaky
and feels a bit
light, but its
good accuracy
and extended
characters make it
stand out from the
rest of the pack.
—Mark Sparrow
The OS X Keyboard
may look cluttered,
but it’s hella
useful.

GOOD NEWS: Extended Mac characters printed on
keys. Duplicate Control key. Fifteen function keys.
BAD NEWS: Spongy feel. Cheap finish.
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Noise Ninja 2.1.2

D

igital grain—better known as image
noise—all too often overwhelms the
dark or otherwise smooth areas of your
digital photos. However, noise reduction
usually comes at the cost of image detail.
Fortunately, there’s Noise Ninja, an
effective, ﬂexible noise-reduction tool.
Functioning as either a standalone
app or a Photoshop-compatible plug-in,
Noise Ninja works by ﬁrst creating a
noise proﬁle based on the camera you
use. A slew of camera-speciﬁc proﬁles
are available for free on PictureCode’s
Web site, or you can easily create your
own by taking pictures
ON THE
of an included colorDISC calibration chart at
Noise Ninja 2.1.0,
different ISO settings.
Noise Ninja Plug-in
2.1.2
Noise Ninja then
COMPANY: PictureCode
CONTACT: www.picturecode.com
PRICE: $34.95 (Home Standalone),
$44.95 (Home Bundle with Photoshop

analyzes the results in software. (We
found that the plug-in was better at
automatically loading the correct camera
or ISO proﬁle if we created our own.)
Once the proﬁle is ready, you simply
run a noise ﬁlter on your image to get
rid of the noise. A brush tool allows
you to reduce the effect on detailed
areas before applying the ﬁlter. You
can dig deeper into Noise Ninja’s
settings to ﬁne-tune options such as
sharpening or the priority given to
image characteristics such as exposure,
illumination, or saturation when
addressing noise levels.
One of Noise Ninja’s strengths is
its ability to clean up your image with
speed and efﬁciency. It offers greater
control than Photoshop CS2’s Noise

plug-in), $69.95 (Pro Standalone), $79.95
(Pro Bundle with Photoshop plug-in)
REQUIREMENTS: G3, Mac OS 10.2.8 or
later, 32MB RAM, 50MB disk space

EFFECTIVE iPOD-TO-CAR-STEREO INTERFACE

Y

COMPANY: Monster Cable
CONTACT: 415-840-2000,
www.monstercable.com
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This in-dash module makes your car stereo
think your iPod is an external disc changer.

it; it works by emulating that changer,
fooling your car stereo into thinking that
the ﬁrst playlists on your iPod are CDs.
If your stereo system’s compatible CD
changer would hold six CDs, for example,
iCruze will access the ﬁrst six playlists
on your iPod. You use your car stereo’s
controls exactly as they’d be used to
control the changer, selecting playlists as
you’d select CDs, moving through them

PRICE: $149 (after $50 instant rebate),
additional $29.95 and/or $99.95 interface may
be required (depending upon car)
REQUIREMENTS: Dockable iPod

Noise Ninja took the original (top) and
improved it by cleaning up the noise (below).

Reduction ﬁlter, and its approach is
more streamlined than some of its
competitors, such as nik multimedia’s
Dﬁne (
Nov/03, p55).
The bottom line. Noise Ninja quickly
and effectively rescues noise-imperiled
images.—Michael J. Shapiro

GOOD NEWS: Effective, streamlined interface.
Free camera profiles. Can batch process.
BAD NEWS: Free camera profiles may not best
suit your needs.

iCruze
our car’s stereo system may be the
best sound system you own. Playing
your iPod’s tunes on it, however, either
requires an inexpensive FM transmitter
that can be easily overwhelmed in radiosignal-rich areas, or a new iPod-capable
car from Mercedes, Volvo, or others—
hardly a cost-effective solution.
Tucked between those price extremes
is Monster Cable’s iCruze, an in-dash
module that sits between your iPod (an
iPod dock-connector cable is included)
and your car stereo. Since iCruze speaks
to your stereo using the M-Bus protocol,
you may also need a translation module
($99.95), a compatible cable ($29.95),
or both—go to www.monstercable.com/
icruze to check your car’s requirements.
If your car is equipped with an
external CD changer, iCruze will disable

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHAEL J. SHAPIRO

VALUABLE PHOTO-FILTER SET

as you’d move through a CD’s tunes—
even shufﬂing randomly if your car-stereo
system supports it. Unfortunately, even
if your car stereo can display a CD’s title
and artist info, the iCruze can’t give it that
data—you’ll need to pop another $99.95
for Monster’s pedestal-mounted, 5-by1.75-inch blue-LED song-and-title display.
In our testing, the iCruze worked as
advertised—usually. In rare occasions,
our iPod needed to be undocked and
then redocked before iCruze recognized
it. Audiobooks and podcasts obediently
resumed at the point where we had
left them after turning off the stereo,
but some songs started up from the
beginning again instead. Audio quality
was excellent—depending, of course, on
the quality of the tunes on the ’Pod.
The bottom line. After living with an
iCruze in our Mini Cooper for a month,
we wonder how we ever got along
without it.—Rik Myslewski

GOOD NEWS: Excellent sound quality. Easy to use.
Charges iPod.
BAD NEWS: Pricey. Disables external multidisc
changers and satellite radio on most cars.
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Action Jacket & SportWrap for iPod shuffle
FUNCTIONAL iPOD SHUFFLE ARMBANDS

T

he last thing you want to futz with
while you’re working out is your iPod
shufﬂe. Armbands such as DLO’s Action
Jacket and XtremeMac’s SportWrap for
iPod shufﬂe let you attach your shufﬂe
to your arm and forget about it.
Both armbands use neoprene, but
while the SportWrap uses the stuff for
both the shufﬂe case and the band, the
Action Jacket’s case is neoprene and
the band is elastic fabric. We found
that both armbands ﬁt a variety of
arms securely, but the Action Jacket
had a tighter feel to it, which you may
ﬁnd either overly snug or comfortably
secure. The SportWrap’s neoprene band
handled sweat better. The Action Jacket
comes with a little bonus: The shufﬂe
case has a clip to attach itself to the
band. You can clip it to your belt after
your workout. Spiffy.
Both armbands cover the shufﬂe’s
controls with clear plastic, but we didn’t
have any problem accessing them—and

although we did fumble with the
buttons during our exercycle
spinning class, we don’t blame
the armbands.
The bottom
line. We could
go either way.
The SportWrap
is a bit more
comfortable,
but we like the
Action Jacket’s
clip.—Roman Loyola

Wrap your guns in an Action
Jacket (left) or SportWrap (right).

Action Jacket

SportWrap for iPod shufﬂe

COMPANY: Digital Lifestyle Outfitters
CONTACT: 866-800-4763, www.dlodirect.com
PRICE: $24.95
REQUIREMENTS: iPod shuffle. An arm.

COMPANY: XtremeMac
CONTACT: 866-392-9800, www.xtrememac.com
PRICE: $29.95
REQUIREMENTS: iPod shuffle. An arm.

GOOD NEWS: Also has a belt clip. Basic
appearance.
BAD NEWS: Black only.

GOOD NEWS: Available in red, yellow, black, and
blue. Eye-catching look.
BAD NEWS: “Eye-catching”
can also mean “garish.”
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Fast DVD Copy
UNRELIABLE DVD-DUPLICATOR SOFTWARE

I

f you’re worried about damaging your
only DVD copy of The Adventures
of Buckaroo Banzai Across the 8th
Dimension, you’ll no doubt be looking
for an app like Fast DVD Copy, which can
copy commercially made, copy-protected
DVDs. While the software sometimes
does the job, it leaves a lot to be desired.
The main appeal of Fast DVD Copy—
the ability to duplicate copy-protected
DVDs—obviously treads on questionable
legal ground. That issue aside, the
app does slice through most common
encryption schemes. Fast DVD Copy’s
interface is designed to be effortless—it
essentially consists of a single Copy
button. You also have the option to
deselect speciﬁc video and audio tracks
in order to accommodate putting a dualCOMPANY: Velan Software
CONTACT: www.fastdvdcopy.com
PRICE: $99.95

layer DVD original on a
single-layer DVD-R. On
a dual 2GHz Power Mac
G5, it took an average
of just over an hour to
completely replicate a
DVD—slow, considering You can dump the extras and copy only the main-movie portion
that using the freeware of a DVD if you want it to ﬁt onto a single-layer DVD-R.
utility MacTheRipper
(www.versiontracker.com) and Roxio’s
played ﬁne on our Mac, but it didn’t play
Popcorn (
at all on our standalone DVD player.
Jun/05, p49) is more
The bottom line. If you need to
than twice as fast as Fast DVD Copy.
back up your DVDs, you might want to
Our biggest gripe is that Fast DVD
consider using MacTheRipper to rip
Copy is inconsistent. We tried duping a
DVDs and Roxio’s Popcorn to burn them.
dozen different discs, and four of them
It’s a cheaper method that requires a
did not copy properly. One disc played
little more effort, but it’s faster and more
normally on our standard DVD player,
reliable than using Fast DVD Copy.
but the ability to jump from chapter
—David Biedny
to chapter was disabled. Another disc

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 10.2.x
or later, 17GB disk space, Internet
connection, DVD burner

GOOD NEWS: Duplicates encrypted DVDs with minimal effort.
BAD NEWS: Slow. High frequency of failed duplications.

FotoMagico 1.2.5
VERSATILE SLIDE-SHOW SOFTWARE

T

he slide-show builder in iPhoto 5
is cool: It has variable times per
slide, a controllable Ken Burns effect,
the ability to ﬁt your slide show to a
selected song, and more. So why would
you need another slide-show creator like
FotoMagico? Easy: It’s a good choice if
you’re looking for decent title support
and more control over your slides.
FotoMagico can access images in
any iPhoto album or hard-drive folder.
Thumbnails can be dragged from an
iMovie-like clip palette to an iMovieesque timeline. It’s easy to place photos
in order and set screen time—just
double-click the image, and an Options
window appears. Slick twirl-adjustment
wheels set the angle of rotation and
enlargement—an improvement over
COMPANY: Boinx Software
CONTACT: +49 89 84 005 333,
www.boinx.com
PRICE: $79
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iPhoto—and you can add
titles by right-clicking an
image in the timeline,
selecting Add Title, and
then typing your text—
iPhoto only shows the
image ﬁle name as a title.
Like iPhoto 5, FotoMagico See the start and end shots of your Ken Burns effect
has a Ken Burns effect.
together on one screen.
The best transitions result
audio timecode markers. Touching the
from tweaking the Motion slider, which
spacebar during the preview playback
controls delay and easing in and out of
pauses the slide show, but not the
a move. It’s a better way to control the
music—so much for synchronization.
effect than iPhoto’s method.
The bottom line. If you already have
Within the Options window, you
iPhoto, there’s not much reason to
can insert audio markers, supposedly
switch to FotoMagico—unless you want
helpful in syncing slide changes with
better titles and improved control.
music, but there’s no visual clue in
—Tom Lassiter and Roman Loyola
the timeline to show placement of

REQUIREMENTS: 800MHz G4,
Mac OS 10.3 or later, 64MB VRAM

GOOD NEWS: Familiar iMovie-like interface. Flexible titles.
Better controls for Ken Burns effect than iPhoto.
BAD NEWS: Timeline lacks time indicators. Audio timecode
markers don’t appear in timeline.
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Starry Night Pro Plus 5.7
CELESTIAL ASTRONOMY SOFTWARE

A

mateur astronomers know how
frustrating it can be to blow $200
on a low-end telescope, lug it into
the backyard, and then sit there all
night unable to spot anything but the
moon—and that’s not even considering
urban light pollution, which diminishes
the awesome experience of gazing at the
heavens. But if you have a Mac, there’s a
better way to watch the night sky—Starry
Night Pro Plus 5.7 lets you take a gander
at the stars anytime you like, day or night.
Starry Night builds a real-time image
of the night sky from a mosaic of 22,000
digital images of the stars, enabling
you to see exactly what the stars over
your town look like. Alternately, you can
grab a star and drag the heavens back
and forth across the screen until you
ﬁnd exactly what you’re looking for, or
type in the name of a celestial body and
COMPANY: Imaginova
CONTACT: 800-252-5417,
www.starrynight.com
PRICE: $249.95

For hardcore
astronomers, Starry
Night is the ultimate
observation aid. It
generates customized
observation planners
for every night of the
year; it also works
with many popular
motorized telescopes
to instantly center
your eyepiece on
whatever object you
It’s easy to reach for the stars. Just point and click.
select. It even has a
night-observation mode that colors your
zoom directly to it. You can also take any
display a deep red so you don’t offend
of 100 guided sky tours to learn your
your fellow observers at star parties.
way around the vastness of space. It’s
The bottom line. Night Pro Plus ain’t
unlikely that you’ll ever exhaust your
cheap, but it’s worth every penny if
viewing options; Starry Night includes a
you’re serious about star hopping.
catalog of more than 55 million stars and
—Robert Strohmeyer
a million galaxies.

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 10.3 or
later, 3GB disk space

GOOD NEWS: Amazingly photorealistic views of the
night sky.
BAD NEWS: Poor image quality when you zoom in
super close.
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USB 2.0 SimpleTouch HDKit
USER-FRIENDLY BACKUP KIT

G

ot an extra IDE hard drive lying
around? Use it with the USB 2.0
SimpleTouch HDKit, and back up your
ﬁles like your mommy always told you to.
The HDKit comes with an empty,
5-by-8.75-by-1.5-inch hard-drive case,
and putting a drive in the case takes a
Phillips head screwdriver and about 10
minutes. (You can buy a Western Digital
hard drive from ADS, but you still have to
install the drive into the case yourself.)
The gray-plastic and black-metal case
doesn’t look dazzling—in fact, it’s
somewhat plain—but it’s sturdy and
functional.
Once you’ve assembled the drive,
hook it up to your Mac’s USB port. Pop
in the included software CD, and take a
look—there are actually a lot of utilities
COMPANY: ADS Tech
CONTACT: 800-888-5244 or
562-926-1928, www.adstech.com
PRICE: $59.99 (without hard drive)

on it, and they’re quite
good. TouchBack
lets you
conﬁgure a
key combo
that starts
any app or
triggers a
backup to your
deﬁned destination.
SpeedTool Utilities has
eight easy-to-use, straightforward
tools for hard-drive maintenance.
Our favorites include Disk Defrag,
which defragments your hard drive;
QuickBack, a backup utility that has
more options than TouchBack (including
the ability to make a bootable backup);
and S.M.A.R.T. Guard, a diagnostic tool

REQUIREMENTS: USB-equipped Mac,
Mac OS 10.2.x or later

It ain’t
ﬂashy,
but it ain’t
ugly, either.

designed for ATA hard drives. You also
get a trial version of Retrospect 6.0.
The bottom line. The HDKit is a very
useful package of both hardware and
software.—Roman Loyola

GOOD NEWS: Easy to use. Affordable. Great
software utilities.
BAD NEWS: Ho-hum looks.

Help your ’Book reach
new heights.

Lapvantage Loft
SEXY NOTEBOOK STAND

T

here’s something hypnotically glamorous about
the Lapvantage Loft. And after staring at it for a few
moments with our 15-inch PowerBook resting on it, we
ﬁgured it out: It’s the platform’s edge, which transforms
ambient light into a blue glow. Non-glowing lofts are also
available—but that’s no fun.
You can get the Loft with a metallic-silver or glossy-black
pedestal; both have a lazy Susan–like base so everyone at
the table can reach the soy sauce—oh wait, we mean so you
can easily turn the Loft if you need to give someone a better
viewing angle. Unfortunately, the stand is at a ﬁxed height.
The bottom line. Our 17-inch PowerBook doesn’t quite ﬁt
on the Loft, but other ’Books look fabulous.—Roman Loyola
COMPANY: Plasticsmith
CONTACT: 800-394-3774,
www.plasticsmith.com

PRICE: $79.95
REQUIREMENTS: PowerBook or iBook

GOOD NEWS: Stylish.
BAD NEWS: Can’t adjust height. 17-inch
PowerBook bigger than platform.

Wake me up before you
’Pod-’Pod.

iH5
EYE-OPENING
iPOD ALARM CLOCK

I

f you’re sick of being jarred awake by
bad morning-zoo radio or teeth-jarring
buzzers, iHome provides an alternative.
The iH5 is an AM/FM clock radio with a
docking station that can ﬁt most iPods.
The iH5 comes with four iPod inserts,
and pretty much everything except
ﬁrst- and second-generation ’Pods will
work. (Fifth-generation iPods require
you to buy additional inserts from
iHome’s Web site for $2.99). It even
recharges your ’Pod when connected.
Those with prehistoric iPods can plug
their players into the unit’s line-in jack
(cable included) and play—but not wake
to—music that way.
Get up. Setting the alarm is easy:
Press and hold the alarm-set button,
and use the jog dial on top of the radio
to adjust the time. Unfortunately, the jog
dial is cumbersome, forcing you to turn it
round and round to get to the right time.
Another button lets you set whether you
want to wake to your iPod or the radio.
If you choose to wake from your iPod,
the iH5 automatically defaults to the last
played song. We love the gentle-waking
feature, which slowly ratchets up the
volume when the alarm goes off rather
than jarring you awake with a sonic
blast. The iH5 also has a sleep function,
which lets you choose whether you want
COMPANY: iHome
CONTACT: 800-288-2792, www.ihomeaudio.com
PRICE: $129.95

the unit to stay on for 120, 90, 60, 30,
or 15 minutes, and a special volume
button (independent of the regular
volume control) that lets you adjust the
loudness of your music when trying to
fall asleep—although its location on
the back makes it a pain to access in
the dark. And while the iH5 has three
dimness settings, its lowest setting is
still too bright during sleepy time.
’Pod power. The iH5 produces good
bass and is loud enough to ﬁll a room.
And although the sound is not as crisp
and clean as other small speaker units,
it’s decent. The iH5 has a place for two
AA batteries, so if the power goes out
while you’re visiting dreamland, the
iH5 will still have enough juice to make
sure your alarm goes off. Unfortunately,
a remote control is optional ($19.99)—
without it, you have to actually get
off your butt and walk over to the iH5
to skip through songs. Also missing:
presets for storing your favorite radio
stations, and a seek feature for easily
ﬁnding channels that come in clearly.
The bottom line. Despite our
complaints, we dig the iH5. Our days
start off so much better now that we
wake up to our favorite music rather
than some DJ’s annoying, “Goooood
morrrrrrrning!”—Cathy Lu
REQUIREMENTS: iPod mini, iPod shuffle, iPod photo,
iPod nano, or third-generation or later iPod

GOOD NEWS: Lets you wake up to iPod music. Easy to use. Decent sound
for the price.
BAD NEWS: Remote control not included. Display is a bit bright when
trying to sleep.
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THE BEST OF THE BEST FROM RECENT REVIEWS

SOFTWARE

ONTH
NEW THIS M

Dreamweaver 8

AUDIO

Apple Soundtrack Pro

$299.00 Sep/05, p40

This is one of our favorite components in the Final Cut Studio suite.

Arturia ARP2600 V

$310.00 Nov/05, p52

The legendary analog synth is back, now digital and polyphonic.

Bias SoundSoap 2
Native Instruments Absynth 3

GAMES
Aspyr Doom 3

$49.99 Jun/05, p48

Aspyr The Sims 2

$49.99 Oct/05, p36

The sequel to the megapopular simulation is loaded with new goodies.

Blizzard World of Warcraft

$49.99 Apr/05, p40

This rich online role-playing game is more addictive than nicotine.

MacSoft Close Combat: First to Fight

$39.99 Sep/05, p38

One of the most intense squad-based tactical shooters around.

Adobe InCopy CS2

$249.00 Aug/05, p42

This workﬂ ow app amps up any InDesign team’s productivity.

Adobe InDesign CS2

$699.00 Aug/05, p40

A strong upgrade to the world’s most feature-rich layout app.

Adobe Photoshop CS2

$599.00 Aug/05, p38

A raft of new photo-focused features makes this upgrade rock.

Adobe Photoshop Elements 3.0

PhotoKit
Color

Hellish, scary fun—but not for the faint of hardware.

$89.99 Mar/05, p36

Adobe’s affordable image editor gets a signiﬁ cant upgrade.

Corel Painter IX

$429.00 Feb/05, p38

This natural-media champ is now faster and more capable.

Macromedia Dreamweaver 8

$399.00 Dec/05, p42

The best Web-authoring tool you can buy, be you pro or newbie.

PixelGenius PhotoKit

$49.95 Nov/05, p48

A great photo ﬁ xer, especially if you shoot in black and white.

PixelGenius PhotoKit Color

$99.95 Dec/05, p52

Take your color photos to new heights with this pro plug-in pack.

PRODUCTIVITY & UTILITIES

According to photo pro Steven
Parke, this Photoshop plug-in
pack produces “professional
results in almost no time at all.”

Bare Bones Software BBEdit 8.0

$199.00 Jan/05, p36

By far the most powerful text editor money can buy.

Microsoft Ofﬁ ce 2004

$399.00 Aug/04, p42

Enhancements to every app add up to a worthy upgrade.

Apple Final Cut Express HD

$299.00 Jul/05, p32

This low-cost editor adds HDV support, Soundtrack, and LiveType.

Apple Final Cut Pro 5

$999.00 Sep/05, p36

If you want to work with HD or multicamera editing, get this now.

VIDEO & ANIMATION

HARDWARE

Pixma MP780

SoundSoap Pro’s little brother is a capable audio cleaner.
This surreal electronic synth has great surround-sound support.

GRAPHICS & LAYOUT

Web pro Nathan Moody calls
Dreamweaver 8 “a robust update to
an already industry-leading tool.”

MacAddict Reviews Editor Roman Loyola
praises this multifunction printer’s
“speed and image quality.”

$99.00 Jul/05, p37
$339.00 Sep/05, p45

ACCESSORIES
Epson P-2000

$499.99 Aug/05, p46

This media player’s gorgeous display is a photographer’s dream.

Palm Treo 650

$599.00 May/05, p44

It’s the best PDA-and-cell-phone combination on the market.

AUDIO & VIDEO
Mitsubishi HC100U

$1,495.00 Aug/05, p52

This projector/screen combo is the perfect home-theater pair.

Sonos Digital Music System

$1,199.00 Jun/05, p36

Pricey, yes—but it’s the best music streamer you can buy.

DIGITAL CAMERAS
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XT

$999.00 Sep/05, p44

A compelling reason to switch from your old point-and-shoot.

Canon PowerShot A85

$299.99 Mar/05, p40

This 4-megapixel point-and-shoot beauty takes great pictures.

Nikon D70 Digital SLR

$1,299.00 Jul/04, p50

It’s as close to perfect as any digital SLR camera we’ve seen.

PRINTERS
Brother International HL-2070N

$169.99 Sep/05, p53

Canon Pixma MP780

$249.00 Dec/05, p48

This affordable laser printer is great for text, charts, and graphs.
Scan, fax, and print both business docs and photos beautifully.

Epson Stylus Photo R1800

$549.00 Sep/05, p43

If you’re a serious photog, this midrange inkjet is a bargain.

Epson Stylus Photo R2400

$849.99 Dec/05, p44

The successor to Epson’s great Stylus Photo 2200 is even better.

Konica Minolta magicolor 2430 DL

$499.00 Oct/05, p44

Want fast photo-quality laser images at a good price? Here y’go.

SCANNERS
Epson Perfection 4180
Microtek ScanMaker i320

Stylus
Photo R2400

Imaging specialist Rick Oldano says that
this printer “is certain to open the eyes of
every serious digital photographer.”
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$199.00 Oct/04, p39
$99.00 Oct/04, p35

Superior image quality earns this scanner our recommendation.
Killer photo-rescue software comes with this affordable unit.

STORAGE
ILY SlimDVDup

$699.00 Apr/05, p45

Quickly duplicate CDs and DVDs without tying up your Mac.

LaCie Big Disk Extreme 500GB

$379.00 Aug/04, p55

Cutting-edge technology provides cutting-edge performance.

LaCie d2 DVD±RW Double Layer

$149.00 Feb/05, p48

Cram 8.5GB of data onto DVDs with this speedy burner.

Newer Technology miniStack 400GB

$349.99 Nov/05, p42

This speedy Mac mini-style drive is also a FireWire and USB hub.

OWC Mercury Elite-AL Pro 400GB

$359.99 Nov/05, p50

Speed, a great case, FireWire 800/400, and USB 2.0—good stuff.

Sony DRX-710UL/T

$179.99 Jun/05, p46

This double-layer burner has scorching single-layer performance.

WiebeTech TrayDock

$169.95 May/05, p49

This slick hard-drive enclosure provides the ultimate in ﬂ exibility.

60
because inquiring minds have the right to be inspired
the ﬁle com.apple.desktop.plist. After
deleting this ﬁle, open the Desktop &
Screen Saver preference pane, select
Solid Colors from the list, and pick your
color in the adjacent pane.

BYO COLOR
How do I add more color choices to
Desktop & Screen Saver?

DESKTOP DECOR
When I try to change the color of my
desktop background using System
Preferences > Desktop & Screen Saver,
it only shows as a small square in the
middle of my screen. How can I get it to
ﬁll the entire desktop?

This is the sign of a corrupt preference
ﬁle preventing that small color tile from
fulﬁlling its destiny of saturating the
entire desktop with color. Go to /user
name/Library/Preferences and delete

Those backgrounds are actually just
128-by-128-pixel image ﬁles comprised
of solid color. You can create your own
in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements,
save them as PNG ﬁles, and stash them
in your /user name/Library/Desktop
Pictures/Solid Colors folder.

Can I use those cute little businesscard-size CDs in my iBook’s slot-loading
optical drive?
No! Those little CDs are plenty cute, but
you might as well just wedge a wrench
into the slot. If you slide one of these
mini discs into your iBook’s opticaldrive slot, you’ll probably have to visit a
repair technician to get it out—hopefully
without trashing your optical drive in
the process. If you can’t live without
the silly promotional materials that
usually inhabit such discs, get yourself
an external, tray-loading drive. We like
LaCie’s offerings ($99 to $189, www
.lacie.com)—this year’s models read
and write discs way faster than your

with unsaved changes, you’ll be asked if
you want to save those changes ﬁrst.

PODCAST EXORCISM

LOGOUT
Is there a key combination that will
automatically log me out of my Mac?
Yes there is. Press Command-Shift-Q
while in any application to bring up the
logout-conﬁrmation dialog, and then
press the Return or Enter key to seal the
deal. If you have any open documents
52
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PRINT TROUBLE
My Mac’s Printer Setup Utility is hosed.
I can’t get anything to print. I can’t even
get Printer Setup Utility to open so I can
try to ﬁx it. I just need to start over—but
how do I do that?

It’s your desktop—pick your own color.

LITTLE DISCS

These little squares should grow to fulldesktop size.

iBook’s drive and use a tray designed
to accommodate off-size discs.

The current podcasting fad doesn’t do
anything for me. Can I remove all traces
of podcasts from iTunes?
You sure can. Go to iTunes > Preferences,
click the Parental Controls tab, and

It’s this easy: Sayonara, sucker!

Professional troubleshooters call this the
shotgun approach.

As long as you have Mac OS 10.4, there is
an easy remedy to your problem. Tiger’s
Printer Setup Utility (/Applications/
Utilities) has an option in the Printer
Setup Utility menu called Reset Printing
System that will completely wipe out any
and all printers and print settings. This is
deﬁnitely a last-resort option, because
it forces you to set up your printers from
scratch, but doing so should ﬁx your
issues. In your case, where the Printer
Setup Utility won’t
ON THE
even open, try holding
DISC down Option while
Printer Setup Repair
launching Printer
(Panther Edition) 4.2.2
Printer Setup Repair
Setup Utility. This
(Tiger Editition) 5.0.3
brings up the Reset
Printing System option immediately. If
you’re not using Tiger yet, try Fixamac
Software’s Printer Setup Repair ($19.95,
on the Disc, or download from www
.ﬁxamacsoftware.com/software/
downloads).

check the box labeled Disable Podcasts.
Don’t have that option? Then it’s time to
upgrade iTunes.

BULK IMPORT
I need to import a lot of CDs into iTunes
quite often. Is there any way to automate
this process?
You can cut out most of the work, but not
quite all of it. In iTunes 5.x or later, Open
iTunes > Preferences, click the Advanced
button (iTunes 4.x users should click
the General button), and then click
the Importing tab below that. Click the
pop-up menu labeled On CD Insert and

DIFFICULTY
RATINGS

No whining—
anyone
can do this!

MAC VAN WINKLE
I have a Mirrored Drive Door Power Mac
G4 running Mac OS 10.3.9 that refuses
to wake from sleep. Help!
You may be experiencing a known
issue with some Mirrored Drive Door
G4s that use the ATI Radeon 9000 Pro
graphics card. Apple’s solution is to
upgrade to the latest version of Mac
OS 10.4.x ($129, www.apple.com),
which the company claims ﬁ xes the
problem—but that’s a pricey answer if
you don’t already have Tiger. We also
know folks who’ve solved this problem
by avoiding the Radeon 9000 Pro’s DVI
connector and using its ADC connector
instead; if you don’t have an adapter
handy, pick up a DVI or VGA extractor
from Dr. Bott ($37.95 or $25, www
.drbott.com).

FIRST STEPS
My favorite USB peripheral got all
squirrelly and then quit working with
my Mac. What can I do?
Restarting the Mac is still one of the ﬁrst
things to try when things don’t seem
right, but that’s not a sure-ﬁre solution.
When troubleshooting aftermarket
hardware, always go directly to the
manufacturer of the device ﬁrst. The
company’s Web site should list any
known issues or incompatibilities you
may be experiencing; most sites have
online tech support in the form of user
forums, ofﬁcial support documents, or
an email address or phone number you
can contact with questions. This goes
for software problems, too. Contact the
software’s developer ﬁrst—they usually
can get you going the quickest.

choose Import Songs And Eject. All you
have to do now is swap discs and close
the drive tray.

Now all you need is a disc-swapping monkey.

SHUFFLE GAP
Can I get rid of the short gap between
songs that play on my iPod shufﬂe?

It’ll take some
effort, but you
can do it.
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This stuff’s
for the pros.

UNIX UNIVERSITY
POWER-DELETE FILES
If Unix is really as all-powerful as you say it is, can I use it
to delete stubborn ﬁles that I’m unable to delete through the Finder?
rm, and then type the ﬁle’s path (such as
The power of Unix is that it gives
/MacintoshHD/stupidﬁle.doc) or drag
you ultimate control of the system
the ﬁle from the Finder into the Terminal
and all of the system ﬁles. But in the
window. Press the Return key, and your
marriage of Mac OS and Unix, Apple
ﬁle will disappear for good. There are a
buried much of Unix’s raw power to
couple of options for the rm utility you
preserve the Mac’s traditional ease
might ﬁnd useful: Type rm –i, drag in
of use. You know what they say about
a ﬁle, press Return, and the system will
absolute power—it’s more likely to bite
give you a chance to back out, asking if
you in the butt than solve all of your
you’re sure you want to delete the ﬁle.
problems. But you can still access
Typing y and pressing Return will then
Unix’s power tools, including the
mighty rm for removing uncooperative
delete the ﬁle. If you type rm –r, you
ﬁles. Unlike the Mac’s friendly Finder,
can drag a folder in and press Return to
Unix can delete ﬁles no matter what
recursively delete the folder and any ﬁles
state they are in, including ﬁles that
it contains. If the Terminal complains
are locked, corrupted, or otherwise
that you’re not authorized to nuke a ﬁle,
unusable in the Finder. To remove
show it who’s boss with the almighty
or delete a ﬁle Unix-style, open the
sudo (it stands for “superuser do”)
Terminal (/Applications/Utilities), type
command; type sudo rm /path/to/ﬁle
and press Return; then,
at the prompt, enter an
administrator’s password
and press Return.
Unix’s rm has the power.
Just add –i for that good ol’
Mac hand-holding.

WATCH ME NOW
I want to create a tutorial movie that
shows all of the action on my Mac’s
screen—mouse movements, dialog
boxes, progress bars, everything.
How can I do that?

There should be an easier way to close
this gap, but for now, the only option
is to rip your CD into one big audio
ﬁle that’ll play as one continuous
song. Do it in iTunes by inserting your
CD, selecting
all songs on
the CD, and
then selecting
Advanced > Join
CD Tracks.
Rip your CD as a
single track to keep
the music ﬂowing.

This seemingly difﬁcult task is actually
quite simple once you’re equipped with
the correct tool—a utility called Snapz
Pro X 2 from Ambrosia Software ($69,
on the Disc, or download from www
.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/snapzprox).
With it, you can record everything that
happens on your screen and save it as a
QuickTime movie. It also captures audio,
and if you have a
ON THE
microphone, you can
DISC provide narration for
Snapz Pro X 2.0.2
your tutorial video.
Buz Zoller is a graphic designer living in
Florida. He has been a devoted Mac
user for over 10 years and has worked for
both Apple and Power Computing.

Submit

technical questions
or helpful tips directly
via email (askus@macaddict.com) or c/o
MacAddict, 4000 Shoreline Court., Ste.
400, South San Francisco, CA 94080.
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craft your own Sims

Craft Your Own Sims
by Matt Osborn
WHAT YOU NEED
Mac OS 10.3.8 or later ($129, www.apple.com)
The Sims 2 ($49.99, www.aspyr.com)
The Sims 2 Body Shop (on The Sims 2 DVD,
or download free preview from www
.macgamefiles.com)

Y

ou’ve played the The Sims 2 for a million
hours, nurtured families for generations, and
ﬁlled graveyards with smiling automatons—
but have you ever spliced your Sims’ genes or
tried making a Sim from scratch? We’ll show you how
to do just that with The Sims 2 Body Shop, a free app
that lets you play with genes, modify physical traits,
and even import accessories created by other players.
Then we’ll show you how to bring your Sim into the
game, share it online, and let the good times roll.

1

The Sims 2 takes on a whole new dimension when you create your own
characters from scratch.

Prep The Patient

Assuming you already have The Sims 2 installed on
Body Shop comes on The Sims
your Mac, check to make sure The Sims 2 Body Shop is
2 DVD, or you can download it
in your Sims 2 folder—it should have appeared there when you
from www.macgameﬁles.com.
installed the game. If it’s not there, open The Sims 2 folder on
HOW
your Sims 2 disc. There you will ﬁnd a Body
ShopTO
ﬁle—drag it to
version. You’ll also want to update The Sims 2 to the most current
power your iPod with a 9v battery
your The Sims 2 folder on your hard drive. Don’t want to dig out
version—you can download the latest patch at www.aspyr.com.
your Sims 2 disc? Go to www.macgameﬁles.com, search for The
The patch isn’t required, but it optimizes The Sims 2 and allows
Sims 2 Body Shop, and download a not-as-complete preview
you to install more items into the Body Shop.

2

It’s Alive!

Start up The Sims 2 Body Shop, click the Build Sims
button on the top menu, and then click the Build Or Clone
Sims button. (Body Shop lets you modify preexisting Sims from
the game—these are called clones.) Click the green box with the
big plus-sign symbol. You’ll start with a randomly generated Sim
that appears on the left side of the window. You can rotate this
Sim on its pedestal by clicking and holding the rotate arrows
below the Sim, or you can click the Sim itself while holding and
dragging your mouse. Press the male or female icon to the right
of the Sim to pick its gender. Then click the various age icons to
choose your Sim’s starting age and preview how he or she will

3

look at different stages of life. Beneath that, click the body-type
icons to make your Sim slim and petite or, um, big-boned.

It’s All in the Genes

Just like humans, your Sims’ genetic makeup trickles
down from parents to children for generations to come,
so the decisions you make here will be staring back at you long
after your original Sim bites the virtual dust. By clicking on the
helix (the DNA icon) on the main menu, you can gain access
to settings for skin tone (represented by the hand icon), eye
color (the eye icon), and hair color and style (the head icon)—
although hairstyles aren’t what we’d call genetic traits. There’s
no telling which genes are recessive or dominant until your Sim
62

Who is that Sim in
the window? Click the
green button to get
started.
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Hey, wait a minute, since
when is hairstyle genetic?

procreates, but there will always be a little bit of your Sim in
each future relative.
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4

Sculpting

The face is the most modiﬁable feature in The Sims 2
Body Shop—it’s how you make your Sim truly unique.
Click the head icon with the small DNA strand. Several face icons
will pop up underneath; these represent the brow, eyes, nose,
mouth, and jaw. Click the face icon with its eye highlighted to
access the eye-modeling tools; use the slider bars to manipulate
the size, placement, and subtle nuances of the selected facial
feature. Once you get the eyes right, proceed to the nose, and
then to the other features. Once you have the basic features you
desire, go back to the top row of buttons, and click the next face

5

Stylin’ and Profilin’

6

Put Me in, Coach!

Now it’s time to add accessories. Click the mirror icon
on the top row. Here you can pick eyebrows, facial hair,
glasses—even clowny costume makeup for your serial-killer Sim.
Just click the icons and portraits to give your Sim nerdy glasses
or a look that rivals the best county-fair face painter. And we
all know the clothes make the Sim, so oil up your virtual charge
card and click the last icon on the top row: the clothes icon. Go
crazy browsing through casual, formal, under, swim, and athletic
wear—the best part is that it’s all free. (Go to step 7 to see how to
get even more accessories made by other Sims 2 players.)

Once you’ve ﬁnished splicing genes, futzing with your
Sim’s face, and stocking up on embarrassing undies, it’s
time to play God. Click the big checkmark button on the bottom
of the menu to save your Sim. You will see now your new Sim with
an asterisk icon next to it on Body Shop’s Build Or Clone Sims
screen, right next to the giant green plus button. (The asteriskedSim icon simply means that you made this Sim in Body Shop.)
Quit Body Shop and launch The Sims 2; pick a neighborhood,
click the Families button (it looks like, well, a family), and then
click the Create New Family button (the family-with-a-plus-sign
icon). On the next screen, click the Create A Sim button, and then
click the human icon with a plus sign—a generic Sim will pop
up. Click the buttons of the gender and the age to match the Sim
you created in Body Shop, and press the Choose Existing Sim
button (the group-of-humans icon on the top of the menu). This
loads the Sim Bin, and your new Sim should be the ﬁrst one you
see, ﬂagged with an asterisk icon in the corner. Select the Sim
and click the checkmark button to accept. Then give your Sim
a name, choose his or her aspirations and personality, write a

7

Moving your Sims’
genetic-trait sliders to
the extreme left or right
can result in some truly
hideous freaks of nature.

icon (the one with a wrench). Now you can further adjust the
features you chose. Would you like a caveman-style knurled
unibrow, or a chiseled, killer chin? Your call.

Now your new
Sim is ready for
a formal dinner—
or a Chinese New
Year party.

Here’s your creation,
asterisked and ready
to join the fun.

bio if you like, and then click the lower checkmark button when
you’re done. Make a family with at least one adult, and click
the checkmark button to accept the family. Draw your families’
connections in the family tree that appears, accept the tree,
accept the family, and then get your photo taken. Finally, pick
a house for your creation to dwell in. That’s it! Now get on with
your bad-sim self.

Leaving Home and Going Online

Think your Sim is the bomb and want to share it with the
world? You can upload your Sim to a .Mac account or to
www.thesims2.com, where other players can download your Sim
and add it to their own games. First, you must register at www
.thesims2.com (it’s free). Next, launch The Sims 2 Body Shop,
and in the Build Sims section, press the Package Sims button.
Select your Sim and press the Package Sim To Sims2.com button.
Enter your account name and password in the login box. Give
your Sim a name and short bio, and click Accept; now go to www
.thesims2.com and press the Exchange button on the top of
the page. Enter your Sim’s name on the quick search, and you’ll
see your Sim in all her homemade glory. While you are in the
Exchange, you’re free to download other players’ Sims, lots, and
Matt Osborn has the entire MacAddict staff on his Mac as Sims,
which creeps us out severely.

Sharing your creation
online is push-button
easy—and so is
downloading others’
creations.

objects to use in your own game. Just download the package,
open the Package Installer app that came with The Sims 2,
double-click the downloaded ﬁle, and bam, it’s in the game.
January 2006
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HOW TO

make your Mac look like Windows

Make Your Mac
Look Like Windows
by Dan Pourhadi
WHAT YOU NEED
Mac OS 10.3 or later ($129, www.apple.com)
ShapeShifter ($20, on the Disc, www.unsanity.com)
Mac OS XP 2.5 (free, on the Disc, www.maxthemes.com)
Mighty Mouse ($10, on the Disc, www.unsanity.com)
Windows-ish cursor (free, on the Disc, www.resexcellence
.com/cursors)
Macintosh Explorer OS X ($15.95, www.ragesw.com)
Barf bags ($4.95 for a pack of five, www.sicksaver.com)

1

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder—or so we’re told.

M

ac OS X’s interface is beautiful,
but some folks ﬁnd it distracting.
To help you keep focused on
your work instead of Aqua,
here’s how to make OS X look like one of the
ugliest interfaces ever: that of Windows XP.

2

Deface Your Desktop

ON THE

DISC

Mac OS XP 2.5
Macintosh Explorer 4.3.5
Mighty Mouse 1.2.2
ShapeShifter 2.2
Windows-ish Cursor 1.0

Curse the Cursor

To shield yourself from OS X’s blinding beauty, install
Windows uses a white mouse cursor—presumably
ShapeShifter ($20, on the Disc, or download from www
just to be contrarian, since the Mac uses a black
.unsanity.com); restart or log out, and then log back in again. To
one. To give OS X’s cursor that new Windows smell, install
Windowcize your Mac, download the Mac OS XP 2.5 theme (free,
the ShapeShifter plug-in Mighty Mouse ($10, on the Disc,
on the Disc, or download from www.maxthemes.com/themes),
or download from www.unsanity.com), download the
HOW TO
power
yourto
iPod
with a 9v battery
and double-click Mac OS XP 2.5 and Mac OS
XP Icons
load
Windows-ish cursor set (free, on the Disc, or download from
them into ShapeShifter. Go to System Preferences > ShapeShifter,
www.resexcellence.com/cursors), and double-click the
click the Apply tab, and select Mac OS XP 2.5 under Themes and
Windows-ish.MightyMouse ﬁle. Click the Apply tab in System
Mac OS XP Icons under Icon Sets. Click Apply Changes, log out
Preferences > ShapeShifter, change
and back in, and watch
the Cursor Sets option to WindowsOS X uglify before your
ish, and click Apply Changes.
very eyes.
White is the new black, and black is the
new lime green. Do you really want a
lime green cursor? Didn’t think so.

Use ShapeShifter to fend
off the Siren song of Aqua.

3

Fiddle with the Finder

Obviously, Mac OS X’s Finder is no Windows Explorer.
Using something as simple and efﬁcient as the Finder
can often be a challenge to Windozian folks. Luckily, Rage
Software has developed a Windows Explorer–like Finder
replacement for Mac OS X called Macintosh Explorer ($15.95,
on the Disc, or download from www.ragesw.com). It has
many features similar to its Windows counterpart, such as
sub-hierarchal menus, two-pane ﬁle browsing, and painful
usability, but thankfully, it also has a suite of other doohickeys
(such as tabbed windows) that make it a viable—dare we say
tempting?—alternative to the Finder. Just keep in mind that
Windows Explorer is its
own app, not a Finder
modiﬁcation.
Getting used to Macintosh
Explorer X can be a pain, but
there are enough goodies to
make it worth the effort.
64
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Move In for the Kill

After you have OS X looking like your grandma’s PC,
you’ll want to ﬁnish it off with some ﬁnal touches.
First, select all of your desktop icons, drag them from the
right side of your screen to the left, and select View > Clean
Up. Second, In System Preferences > Appearance, select the
At Top And Bottom option under Place Scroll Arrows to spread
your navigation arrows apart. Third, hide your Dock by going to
System Preferences’ Dock panel and selecting Automatically
Hide And Show
The Dock. Finally,
the Mac OS XP
kit has a folder
Failing to see the irony,
full of Windows
Microsoft actually called
desktops—drag
this desktop “Bliss.”
your favorites
into the Desktop
Pictures section of
ShapeShifter, and
apply at will.
Dan Pourhadi regrets writing this how-to, though he’ll probably
regret it less when his check comes in the mail.
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HOW TO

See Who’s Sharing iTunes
by Niko Coucouvanis
WHAT YOU NEED
iTunes 5 or later (free, www.apple.com/itunes)
Mac on a network with iTunes sharing enabled
iTunes Monitor (free, www.ebyss.net/pages/software.html)
Bonjour Browser (free, www.tildesoft.com/Programs.html)

M

2

The Snooper

If your Mac isn’t set up to
share your iTunes playlists,
start here. If you’re already sharing,
go to step 2. Open up iTunes >
Preferences, and click Sharing.
Check the Share My Music box, and
decide whether you want to share
Share and share alike.
your whole iTunes library or only
speciﬁc playlists, then type a name for your shared stuff. (This
appears in other users’ iTunes Source lists). Leave the password
blank to make people feel welcome—and to maximize your
chances of busting them grooving to Barry Manilow.

Download iTunes Monitor (free, www.ebyss.net/
pages/software.html). Drag the app into your Mac’s
Applications folder, and double-click to launch it. The iTunes
Monitor window displays a list of connected users and any
ﬁles in your Music folder that are in use—but it doesn’t dig into
nested subfolders. If you’re not scared of a little Unix action,
you can dig deeper.

3

4

lsof: Unix’s Secret Weapon

Launch the Terminal (/Applications/Utilities), type lsof,
and press Return to see a list of every open ﬁle on your
Mac—ours returned a list of over 1,000 ﬁles. To limit lsof’s
range, type the following: lsof +D /Users/user name/
Music/iTunes/iTunes\ Music –i. The +D option limits
lsof to ﬁles inside the speciﬁed directory, including all of its
subdirectories, while –i limits the search to ﬁles opened over
your network. The results show any open ﬁles in your Music
folder as well as the connected user’s machine name, which is
often the user’s name or some truncation of it, but savvy users
can change their Mac’s reported name via System Preferences’
Sharing pane—notice in the screenshot that we renamed our
Mac Dumbo.

Who knew Rik and Roman were such metalheads?

Find out who’s
connected and
what song ﬁles
are open.

Browse Bonjour

We changed our Mac’s name to Dumbo, but our iTunes
share is called Guilty Pleasures. Here’s how to connect
the dots to see who’s hiding behind an innocuous share title such
as, say, Guilty Pleasures. First, type lsof +D /Users/user
name/Music/iTunes/iTunes\ Music –i –n in the Terminal,
and press Return. The –n option tells lsof not to convert network
numbers to host names, so now Dumbo appears as 10.15.5.83.
Fire up Bonjour Browser (free, www.tildesoft.com/Programs.html)
for a report on all Bonjour trafﬁc on the local subnet. Scroll down
Bonjour Browser’s list to iTunes Music Sharing (_daap._tcp.), click
the disclosure triangle to see all the local iTunes sharers, and click
on any share’s triangle to reveal the source’s IP address. In our
screenshot, Guilty Pleasures is coming from 10.15.5.83—the same
number lsof returned in place of
Dumbo. This won’t tell you what
songs Mr. 10.15.5.83 (aka Guilty
Pleasures, aka Dumbo) is listening
to, but it will show you which iTunes
share is his.
Bonjour Browser connects the dots.
January 2006
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Niko Coucouvanis thought he was cool with Unix until it took
him three days to make sense of the lsof manual page.

1

The Setup

ILLUSTRATION BY SUSAN SYNARSKI

om may have taught you that sharing is good,
but we know that snooping is even better. Case
in point: It’s nice to share your iTunes library with
your peers over the network at school or work—but
it’s even better to eavesdrop on those peers and ﬁnd out what
kind of music they’re listening to when they think nobody’s
paying attention.
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HOW TO

turn your webcam into an ir spycam

Turn Your Webcam into an IR Spycam
by Niko Coucouvanis
WHAT YOU NEED
Mac-compatible USB Webcam (we used a Logitech
QuickCam Zoom, $79.95, www.logitech.com)
Exposed 35mm film negative
X-Acto knife or other slim blade

T
1

Cam Deconstruction

First you’ll need to procure a Webcam that works with
your Mac. Several of Logitech’s QuickCam models ﬁt the
bill: The Zoom, Pro 4000, QuickCam for Notebooks Pro, and Orbit
variants range from $79.95 to $129.95—but hopefully you have
an old one in your closet. Opening the QuickCam is simple: Just
remove the screw on the side, and then pry the body open at
the seam. When the body splits, carefully pull the two halves
straight apart to avoid bending or
breaking the aligning pins inside. Set
the screw and plastic body pieces
aside for now, and carefully remove the
circuit board, lens, and wires from the
camera’s body pieces.

The world looks different in infrared, and we like it.

2

Find the Filter

IR-ifying a Webcam relies on replacing the camera’s
original IR-blocking ﬁlter with an IR-enabling (that is,
regular-light-blocking) ﬁlter, which you’ll fashion out of two
small pieces of ﬁlm negative. But ﬁrst you need to ﬁnd your
camera’s ﬁlter. Unscrew the lens from the circuit board, and
ﬁnd the IR ﬁlter—it’s usually wedged into the lens barrel.
Carefully pry the ﬁlter out with an X-Acto knife or other slim
blade, and hang
onto it—just in case
you want to undo
this hack someday
down the road.
Swapping the IR ﬁlter
for a regular-light
ﬁlter makes any
Webcam an IRcam.

Webcams all break down to a few basic
elements: circuit board, image sensor,
and lens.

3

Filter Fabrication

Dig out the family photo album or shoebox, and ﬁnd
a fully exposed ﬁlm negative (it’ll look totally black).
Carefully cut two pieces of ﬁlm to match the ﬁlter you removed
from the camera. If you’re using a camera like ours with a
recessed ﬁlter holder in the lens barrel, cut your ﬁlm a skosh
bigger than the original ﬁlter so you can easily wedge the new
ﬁlter into place. If your camera
lacks this convenience, you can
sandwich the ﬁlter between the
image sensor and the lens, or use
an eensy bit of glue—just keep it
off the lens and sensor.
Cut the ﬁlm just right, and your
new ﬁlter will wedge into position.
66
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Go Nuts, IR Style

Carefully reassemble the camera, taking extra care
not to jostle the lens too much and risk dislodging the
new ﬁlter; also pay attention to the camera’s USB cable, which
will generally get in the way of your clean closure unless you
position it just so between the two plastic shell pieces. Now
that you have your badass IR cam, you can do stuff like study
the veins under your skin or see what your patterned mousepad
would look like sans pattern. Or
you can get stealthy and buy some
invisibile-to-the-human-eye IR
lighting, which lets you capture
a totally dark scene in glorious
nightvision green.
D’oh! Mind the cable when closing up.

Niko Coucouvanis vows to use his IR spycam
only for good, and he suggests you do the same.

he Webcam craze is over, but you can still have plenty
of fun with the hardware. For example, you can replace
your camera’s internal IR (for “infrared” or “infrared
radiation,” depending upon whom you ask) ﬁlter with
one that blocks non-IR light instead, creating an IR-sensitive
camera that will capture your world in a whole new way. Here’s
how. (This hack also works on Apple’s iSight, but that camera’s
too pricey to gut just for fun.)
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tell us how you really feel

LETTERS
PLAYING
PERCENTAGES

A SHARP READER

In your monthly captioncontest rules, you state
that the judges base their
decision on “33 percent
humor, 33 percent originality,
and 33 percent creativity.”
What’s the final 1 percent?
—Lyman Sanz

In your review of the Nikon
D50 (
Nov/05,
p41), you incorrectly state
that you can’t turn off the
sharpening in the camera.
Actually, in the camera’s
Sharpening menu, there is
a None option listed if you
scroll down the choices.
—Brian Hancock
Seems that our editor’s
sharpness was turned off,
instead.—Max

!CAM RUOY
EZIMOTSUC
The caption “Shiver me
timbers, ’tis the ghost o’
Captain Peg-LEGO!” would
earn a respectable score of
69.47 percent in our current
contest scoring system.

We break that single
percentage point down into
0.27 percent for insouciance,
0.44 percent for using a
Finnish vulgarity, and 0.28
percent divided by the
inverse of the number of
points the fourth word in
your caption would earn
in Scrabble. The final 0.01
percent? Ah, that’s the most
intriguing part—but oh drat,
we’re out of room.—Max

Survey
Says
Here are the results
of our September
2005 survey. Check
out www.macaddict
.com each month for
a new online poll.

When I saw the cover of
the November 2005 issue
(“Customize Your Mac!”), I
noticed something wrong
with the iMac pictured: The
icons were on the left side
of the screen. Then, upon
further inspection, I noticed
that the whole screen was
backward!—Ian
Congratulations, Ian—you
have one of the half-dozen
issues printed incorrectly
before we could stop our
mighty presses—quick, put
it up on eBay!—Max

We’re a bit surprised to see that Thoth’s memories come in the
popular TIF format.

ARCHIVE OF ARCHIVES

I recently began unstufﬁng a ﬁle on my new dual G5. As
you can see, the estimated time of completion is over
2.023 billion hours. This comes to approximately 230,982
years. Assuming my family creates a new generation every
20 years, the ﬁle should be unstuffed in about 11,549
generations. As soon as it’s done, I’ll be sure to have them
drop you a line, which I’m guessing will be via telepathy.
—Bruce Siegel
Well, no wonder it’s taking so long—your StuffIt archive
seems to contain the accumulated knowledge of Thoth, the
Egyptian god of truth and time who created the blueprint
of reality and taught humanity law, language, medicine,
mathematics, and music. All that ain’t gonna unstuff over
your lunch break, Bruce.—Max

(Oct/05, p24): Linotype’s
FontExplorer X (free, www
.linotype.com/fontexplorerX)
which is, as far as I know,
the only font manager to be
released by a type foundry—
and I think they would know
a thing or two about fonts.
It’s still in beta (RC2), but it’s
stable, free, and works better
than OS X’s built-in Font
Book. The most interesting
aspect? A font store à la
iTunes.—John Whittet

I hate Aqua and would like to
make my Mac look more like
Windows XP. Yes, you can all
hate me. Do you know any
way I can change the look?
I am considering buying a
PC laptop but would prefer
to keep my PowerBook. I’ve
A FONT OF FONTS
been loyal to Apple since
I noticed one of the newest
1998, but I don’t think I can
applications to hit the fonttake Aqua much longer.
manager market was absent
—The Black Dragon
from “Frazzled by Fonts”
While we may never
���
understand the whims of
���
WHICH NEW APPLE PRODUCT
DO YOU WANT THE MOST?
�
an ancient, unfathomable
����
���
creature such as yourself, we
10% 7TB Xserve RAID
4%
iTunes phone
���
will respect your wishes in
����
�
the hope that you won’t burn
���
���
down our office. Please turn
�
13% Mighty Mouse
���
���� to page 64 for your answer;
�
36% Black
hopefully
��� our sacrifice
���you.—Max
iPod
nano
appeases
18% White

iPod nano

FIELD-GUIDE
GUIDANCE
19% High-ﬂying stock
708 respondents
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THE BLACK
DRAGON’S DESIRE
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I just wanted to let you
know that I find your monthly
Field Guide to be one of the

WRITE TO US!

MacAddict, 4000 Shoreline Court, Ste. 400,
South San Francisco, CA 94080
or letters@macaddict.com

more-useful features of your
magazine. I usually remove
them and save them so I
have them on hand when
someone asks me what
the difference between
DVD-RW and DVD+RW is
(“Burning Desires,” Jun/05,
p32), or what an EPS file
is (“Extension University,”
Oct/05, p32). Keep ’em
coming, please.—Bob
Will do, Bob—and if anyone
wants to suggest something
we should Field Guide-olize,
email letters@macaddict
.com.—Max

’POD OR TREAT
While all the other school
kids dressed as Dorothy or a
Power Ranger for Halloween,
I created this for my six-yearold, Isabel. She was the hit
of the school parade.
—Marci Echeverria
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FOR CD PROBLEMS:
go to www.futurenetworkusa.com
FOR SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES:
call (toll-free) 888-771-6222

NOT A BAD IDEA
I just read your Shut Down
“Power Your iPod with a Car
Battery” (Nov/05, p80), and
even though you pass it off
as an impossible, dangerous
idea, if you do it correctly,
neither you nor your iPod will
suffer any ill effects. I suggest
getting a cigarette-lighter
socket with clip-on leads from
Radio Shack and making a
modified car plug that uses
a 7805 regulator to produce
the correct voltage. Just slap
the regulator into the car
plug and swap out the power
cable for a USB extension.
Also, if you use an adjustable
regulator (like the LM137T),
you can convert the 15 or so
volts of a car battery down
to 12V for use in a FireWire
charger—which will, by the
way, charge a full-size iPod
much faster than the USB
version.—Christopher Dickey
Many a truth is said in
jest—but we’ll just have to
trust you on this one.—Max

WIN!
Win a Fujitsu ScanSnap!
It looks like a printer, and it has a name that makes it sound like
it’s merely a scanner, but with a 50-page document feeder, the
ability to transform double-sided documents into PDFs with the
touch of a button, plus email-attachment integration, the Fujitsu
ScanSnap ($495, www.fcpa.fujitsu.com) is a scanner with ofﬁce
smarts. It can be yours if you write the
best caption for the image below.
Only one entry per contestant.

Entry Form

Write a caption for this picture.

CONTESTANT INFORMATION
Full Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Zip:
Email or telephone:

GO INTO THE LIGHT

Lots of iPod costumes this
past Halloween—but not a
single Max. Sigh.

Can I disable the pulsing LED
on my PowerBook G4? It keeps
me up at night. I am drawn
to the mysterious, hypnotic
light.—Michael Whitmire
Don’t worry, you’re just being
subliminally programmed to
purchase 60GB iPods and a
Mighty Mouse for every Mac
in your house. No (SUBSCRIBE!) big
(NOW!) deal.—Max

Send email entries to: contest@macaddict.com with the subject: Fujitsu Contest
(Don’t forget to include your address information!)
Send snail-mail entries to: Fujitsu Contest, MacAddict magazine,
4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 400, South San Francisco, CA 94080.
Deadline for entry: January 31, 2006. Contest results will appear in our May/06 issue.
Contest Rules The judges will be MacAddict editors and will base their decision on 33 percent humor, 33 percent
originality, and 33 percent creativity. All entries must be received no later than January 31, 2006, with the winner
announced around May 2006. By entering this contest, you agree that Future Network USA may use your name,
likeness, and Web site for promotional purposes without further payment. All prizes will be awarded, and no minimum
number of entries is required. If two or more people enter identical winning captions, the entry received ﬁrst will be
awarded the contest prize. Prizes won by minors will be awarded to their parents or legal guardians. Future Network
USA is not responsible for damages or expenses the winners might incur as a result of this contest or the receipt of a
prize, and winners are responsible for income taxes based on the value of the prize received. A list of winners may also
be obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Future US, Inc. c/o MacAddict Contest, 4000 Shoreline
Court, Suite 400, South San Francisco, CA 94080. This contest is limited to residents of the United States. No purchase
necessary, void in Arizona, Maryland, Vermont, Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law.

to Tim Lynch, whose caption
Winner! Congratulations
won him enough RAM from Crucial Technology
(www.crucial.com) to stuff his Mac to the gills. Better luck next
time to the 200-plus readers whose captions riffed on the fact
that Max’s nose and eyebrow look like the number 2.

As Plato once asked: “Who will update the updater?”

STRANGE LOOP
Take a look at the pop-up that surfaced as I was installing
Adobe InDesign. I would have expected this sort of thing
from Microsoft … but Adobe?—Charley Nasta

Max thought he had done them all: the
lecture circuit, the concert circuit, the
party circuit—but this was something
else entirely…
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SHUT DOWN

don’t let the back page hit you on the way out

Quadelicious
W

turned into crisp, savory bacon. Hardcore? Softcore? Is the Quad
powered by the Marine Corps, and is the kernel really a colonel?
Or is it fueled by the Peace Corps, and are bus conﬂicts now to be
resolved by ambassadorial good will? Here’s what we found when
we cracked open our new Quad. We probably should have known.

PHOTOGRAPH BY SAMANTHA BERG

hen Apple announced the new double-dual-core 2.5GHz
Power Mac G5 Quad, even we, mavens of Macness that we
are, weren’t completely sure what type of core was in the new
machines. A nuclear core? If that were true, our staff would glow
in the dark. The Earth’s core? Not likely, as we would quickly be
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